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ABSTRACT 

 

 Buckminsterfullerene C60, the most abundant and stable of the fullerenes, has since its 

discovery become a key component in thousands of possible applications in the physical and 

biological sciences.  This focus has led to C60 experiencing a steady increase in production.  This 

has lead to an intense wave of research on the potential implications of its increased 

environmental presence.  This thesis project is a part of an overarching study that focuses on the 

potential biological harm that airborne C60 particles might pose, using rats as a biological model.  

More specifically, the goal of this thesis project was to investigate the movement of inhaled C60 

particles through the small intestine.  It was found that the majority of inhaled C60 particles pass 

through the small intestine between 2 to 6 hours after exposure, displaying almost total 

clearance after 24 hours.  No acute toxicity was observed at the target dosage level of 5 mg/kg.  

In addition, no C60 absorption by the epithelial cells of the intestine was observed.  As 

mentioned earlier, this study is just a small piece of the puzzle.  Further research is necessary to 

fully evaluate the biological and environmental ramifications of increased fullerene production. 

                                                                                                                      

          Dr. Katherine Walstrom 

Division of Natural Sciences 
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1  Introduction  

1.1  Nanomaterials 

The prefix of “nano” has become a ubiquitous term, thrown in at the beginning of any 

emerging technology or science involving small components.  Although its overuse might lead 

one to think it merely a buzz-word employed by the media, production of nanomaterials is 

certainly on the rise.  By the year 2005, the United States government had pledged $1 billion in 

funding towards nanotechnology, with billions more generated from the private sector (Vastag, 

2004).  Due to this influx in research, the environmental and biological implications of this 

increased production have become a topic of intense interest.   

While already boldly using the omnipresent prefix multiple times in the preceding 

paragraph, it’s important to delay no further and establish exactly what “nanomaterials” are and 

how they can systematically earn and proudly display their prefix.  Nano- denotes a factor of 10-9 

(one billionth) and is of the Latin root nanos, signifying dwarf.  In spite of this definition, a 

nanoparticle can be defined as any particle that, in at least one dimension, has a measurement 

of less than 1 micrometer.  A nanomaterial can then be defined as any material built and 

comprised of nanoparticles.  However, this stipulation excludes crystal structures with sub-

micrometer lattice spacing (Buzea et al., 2007). 

1.2  The Fullerenes 

 A specific group of nanoparticles, known as fullerenes, are of particular interest to the 

scientific community.  Fullerenes, experimentally discovered in 1985 by Kroto et al., are a 

relatively new subset of carbon allotropes that could be used for a wide variety of exciting 
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applications.  A fullerene is any molecule composed entirely of carbon in the shape of a sphere, 

tube, or ellipsoid.  Buckminsterfullerene (C60), the smallest and most basic of fullerenes, is a 

spherical molecule composed of 60 carbon atoms.  To simply call it a sphere would detract from 

its remarkable geometry; it is in fact a truncated icosahedron that resembles a standard soccer 

ball.  The 60 carbon atoms form 60 vertices comprised of 32 faces (12 pentagonal / 20 

hexagonal).   

 

Fig. 1.1 - An image of Buckminsterfullerene C60 showing the average diameter of the molecule 

(Adapted from Satoh & Takayanagi, 2006). 

 

The name given to C60 by Kroto et al., Buckminsterfullerene, is an homage to American 

architect R. Buckminster Fuller and his magnum opus, the geodesic dome.  In doing so, they also 

coined the name “fullerene” for the entire set of similar carbon allotropes.  Other commonly 

studied fullerene molecules include:  nanotubes of all sizes, C70 and other spherical fullerenes, 

and the newly discovered nanobuds (Nasibulin, 2007). 

 C60 was the particular fullerene molecule used in this study is because of its high natural 

occurrence when compared to the other fullerenes.  When carbon is vaporized and 

subsequently allowed to cool, C60 is the most common molecule formed by the aggregating 

carbon atoms.  In the Kroto et al. study, they attempted to simulate the interstellar vaporization 

of carbon by shooting a vaporization laser into a rotating disk of graphite.  The following graph 

shows the resulting proportion of carbon formations under different experimental conditions. 
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Fig. 1.2 – Kroto et al. found that the proportion of various aggregates of carbon varied 

between the following three scenarios:  (c) a constant stream of helium at the point of 

vaporization directed the vaporized particles into a cooling chamber to be analyzed.  (b) An 

increase in intensity of the helium stream, in addition to (a) an added space for the particles 

to aggregate, leads to an increase in the percentage of C60 formed (Adapted from Kroto et al., 

1985). 

 

Although Kroto et al. was the first to publish the widely recognized paper on C60 in 1985, 

it was in 1970 that Eiji Osawa predicted the structure of the C60 molecule.  (Osawa, 1970).   
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Fig. 1.3 - Osawa displays the theoretical C60 structure next to a standard icosahedron (Adapted 

from Osawa, 1970). 

 

An English reproduction of Osawa’s proposition was later published and detailed his 

feelings regarding his structural prediction and how it relates to the discovery of Kroto et al. 

(Osawa, 1993).  Kroto et al. formally recognized Osawa’s earlier discovery and published an 

article in which they stated that “the really pre-eminent example in the case of C60 is the 

concept of Osawa” (Curl et al., 2001).  This article seemed to focus mostly on the way in which 

idea exchange has rapidly changed over the years and how acclaim in the scientific world can be 

often attributed to chance.   

 Kroto et al. was awarded the 1996 Nobel Prize in Chemistry for their experimental 

discovery and structural prediction of C60, while Osawa has been credited with theorizing the 

structure before any synthesis (Slanina, 2001). 
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1.3  Applications of Fullerenes 

Overview and Nomenclature  

Since the discovery of the fullerenes, they have been the subject of intense examination 

for potential application in a wide variety of areas, both biological and non-biological.  C60 is the 

most common of the fullerenes to be examined as an agent for biological applications, due to its 

unique spherical shape and relative abundance.  When dealing with biological prospects of C60, 

the most glaring problem with the molecule is its lack of solubility in polar solvents.  Fortunately, 

the sphere of carbon provides a blank canvas for chemists to modify to fit their specific need.  A 

compound formed by modifying or attaching functional groups to a fullerene molecule is known 

as a fullerene derivative.  The majority of fullerene derivatives utilized in medicine have not only 

been functionalized to perform a certain task, but also to make the compound soluble in water 

and other polar media. 

Not all fullerene compounds employed in medicine can be classified as fullerene 

derivatives; an endohedral fullerene is a compound that consists of an otherwise unaltered C60 

molecule containing other atoms or molecules within its spherical cage.  In medicine, these 

endohedral fullerenes have been used in the fields of drug delivery and MRI contrasting.  In the 

fields of geology and archaeology, noble gases trapped inside of fullerenes discovered in layers 

of rock have provided important information regarding the dating of events (Becker et al., 

2001). 
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Fig. 1.4 – A figure comparing (A) an empty and unmodified C60 molecule to (B) an endohedral 

fullerene with an atom inside (Adapted from Saunders et al., 1996). 

 

In contrast to the modified fullerenes being explored for medical use, scientists in the 

fields of environmental science and toxicology perform a substantial amount of research on the 

effects of naturally occurring C60 particles.  However, these standard C60 particles can exist in 

two different forms depending on the media in which they exist: aggregated and pristine. 

Aggregated C60 (also termed nano-C60, nC60, colloidal suspensions of C60, and clustered 

C60) are found when C60 is placed in polar media, specifically water.  Upon introduction of C60 

particles to water, hydrophobic forces cause the C60 particles to aggregate and form clusters 

(average diameter of 25-500 nm) with a negatively charged surface (Fortner et al., 2005).  The 

accumulation of charge on the surface of these aggregates is due to C60 being a strong electron 

acceptor (Dresselhaus & Eklund, 1996).  This charge acquisition is most likely due to the 

absorption of hydroxyl ions to the surface of the C60 molecule (Andrievsky et al., 2002; Brant et 

al., 2005).  A study in 1996 by Marinova et al. confirmed the adsorption of hydroxyl ions to the 

surface of oil droplets upon extended mixing in water.  This aggregation combined with surface 

charge accumulation allows C60 to exist in a more stable fashion within polar media such as 

water (Deguchi et al., 2001). 
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In 2005, Brant et al. examined the two ways in which nC60 solutions are generally 

created: solvent exchange and extended mixing in water.  Aggregates of nC60 were prepared by 

the solvent exchange method by the following process:  powdered C60 was added to the organic 

solvent tetrahydrofuran (THF) at 25 mg/L, the mixture was stirred overnight with nitrogen 

running through it to remove any dissolved oxygen, an equal volume of water was added, and 

then the THF was removed by a rotary evaporator.  The resulting mixture consisted of nC60 

aggregates in water.  The extended mixing method was performed by mixing solid fullerene into 

water (80 mg of C60 into 100 mL of water) for several weeks.  The key differences between the 

resulting aggregates were size and surface charge, with the THF prepared nC60 being larger and 

more negatively charged.  The pH of the solution in which these negatively charged aggregates 

form was also found to play a role in the formation of the clusters.  As the pH of the solution 

was increased (from 3.75 to 10.25) the size of the clusters decreased by roughly half (Fortner et 

al., 2001). 

 

Fig. 1.5 – A transmission electron micrograph (TEM) of dried C60 aggregates, accompanied by a 

graph of nano-C60 particle diameter with respect to pH (Adapted from Fortner et al., 2001). 
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Directly contrasting fullerene aggregates, pristine C60 is defined as monomeric, 

unmodified C60 particles.  Solutions of pristine C60 can be created with ease when using a 

nonpolar solvent, but unfortunately this is of little use to those exploring its biomedical 

implications.  To create a solution of pristine C60 in a polar solvent, a surfactant and/or the 

addition of ions is generally used (Cataldo & Da Ros, 2008).  For example, a recent study by 

Ramakanth et al. in 2008 examined the effectiveness of the surfactant TX-100 for encapsulating 

and maintaining the monomeric qualities of pristine C60.  The project was successful, with an 

ideal [C60]:[TX-100] concentration ratio of [30]:[0.025] mM.   

 

Fig. 1.6 – The surfactant TX-100 (image from Wikimedia Commons) accompanied by a 

simulated image depicting 4 surfactant molecules interacting with four C60 molecules 

(Adapted from Ramakanth et al., 2008). 

 

Biological Applications 

 Given the unique shape and ease of functionalization, C60 presents itself as the most 

obvious of the fullerenes to be exploited for biomedical use.  In both the European Union and 
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the United States, various government programs have been generated to look into the 

implications that nanotechnology holds in regard to medicine (Sanvicens & Marco, 2008). 

 

  

Fig. 1.7 - A list of some of the possible biological applications of fullerenes and fullerene 

derivatives written inside the faces of a C60 molecule (Adapted from Da Ros, 2008). 

 

 The following overview provides an illustration of the possible biological applications in 

which fullerenes or fullerene derivatives can be employed.  It should be noted that the scope of 

fullerene application is vast and this overview highlights only a few selected applications.   

HIV Enzyme Inhibition 

 One of the most widely discussed of these biological applications is the inhibition of 

enzymes essential to the proliferation of HIV (Human Immunodeficiency Virus).  The target 

enzyme in the majority of these studies is HIV protease due to the ease in which a precisely 

functionalized C60 can fit into its active site (Friedman et al., 1993). 

 HIV protease is an essential enzyme in the life cycle of HIV which cleaves newly 

synthesized viral proteins in specific locations to construct the necessary components of an 
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infectious HIV virus (Davies, 1990).  If the action of HIV protease is disrupted or inactivated by a 

blockage of the active site, the HIV virus ceases to be infectious (Kohl et al., 1988).    

 

Fig. 1.8 – The C60 derivative shown in detail next to the theoretical view (generated by DOCK3) 

of it fitting into the active site of HIV protease (Adapted from Friedman et al., 1993).  

 

When synthesizing fullerene derivatives intended to inhibit an enzyme, effectiveness 

and solubility are both of great importance.  Fortunately, modifying a fullerene molecule to 

perform a certain inhibitory task often increases the water solubility of the molecule (Sijbesma, 

1993).   

Recent experiments have attempted to strike a desirable balance between the HIV 

protease inhibition (EC50 - half maximal effective concentration) and the cytotoxicity (CC50 – half 

maximal cytotoxic concentration) of the fullerene derivative.  The ratio of CC50/EC50 dictates the 

effectiveness of the inhibitor, meaning that at low concentrations it inhibits a large portion of 

the enzyme while causing little cytotoxic damage (Marchesan et al., 2005).   

 With improvement in protein modeling and analysis technology, the precision in which 

potential fullerene based inhibitors can be designed is only increasing.  A 2008 study by Durdagi 

et al. combined advanced computer modeling with biological testing, showcasing a modern 
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technique to analyze inhibitory efficacy.  Durdagi et al. analyzed the binding affinity (Ki) of 

previously studied HIV protease inhibitory fullerene derivatives.  The Ki value, expressed in 

concentration, is the concentration at which the inhibitor is bound to half of the active sites of 

the target protein.  It was found that most of the previously studied fullerenes (many 

synthesized and examined by Friedman et al.) had Ki values in the micromolar range.   

 

Fig 1.9 – The fullerene derivative with the best HIV protease binding affinity (Ki = 36 nM) next 

to the computer generated image of its active site binding (Adapted from Durdagi et al., 

2009).  

 

The ability to model and analyze individual inhibitor-enzyme residue interactions allows 

unprecedented precise examination of the binding kinetics.  A more recent study by Durdagi’s 

group in 2009 attempted to find an inhibitor with a lower Ki, ideally in the nanomolar range.  

Their results show the possibilities that this type of computer modeling opens up in the field of 

inhibitor design.  However, there are a variety of limitations to in silico protein docking.  A few of 

these limitations include difficulty getting the inhibitor into cells, protein flexibility not taken 

into account, and various unaccounted metabolic interactions lacking within commonly used 

computer models (Ekins et al., 2007). 
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Photodynamic Applications 

When exposed to light and in the presence of O2, C60 is a powerful generator of singlet 

oxygen (Lee et al., 2008).  The presence of singlet oxygen has been found to inactivate viruses.  

Two things make C60 a potential sterilizer of biological fluids:  it produces no extra free radicals 

in the process of generating singlet oxygen and it is able to be reused continuously with little 

loss of efficacy (Käsermann and Kempf, 1998). 

A study conducted in 1997 by Käsermann and Kempf confirmed both of the properties 

of C60 mentioned above.  Their test system consisted of spiking a C60/saline solution with cells 

infected with a certain virus.  This system was under a constant stream of O2 and illumination, 

both starting five minutes before the infected cells were added.  Testing the Semliki Forest virus 

(SFV) and vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV), both showed a reduction factor of 1 x 107 after being 

illuminated in visible light for 5 h.  The reduction factor is the negative log of the ratio:  

(beginning amount of virus) / (end amount of virus ± 1).  When free radical scavengers such as 

glutathione and hydroquinone were included, there was no decrease in viral inactivation.  This 

suggests that the route of viral inactivation by C60 does not involve free radicals. 

Gd@C60 as an MRI Contrast Agent 

Gadolinium, because of its paramagnetism, can be used to enhance the images of 

medical MRI.  However, gadolinium is highly toxic when not contained.  One way of containing 

Gadolinium is to encapsulate it within a fullerene cage and create an endohedral fullerene, 

Gd@C60.  The “@” sign is used to signify atoms or molecules that are trapped within a shell 

(Cvetićanin, 2006).  It has been theorized that toxic Gd ions could be encapsulated within C60 

molecules to eliminate the risk of breaking down under physiological condition while 

maintaining effectiveness as an MRI image enhancer (Lu et al., 2006). 
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Non-Biological Applications 

 Equally exciting, yet a bit less applicable to this study, are the potential non-biological 

applications of fullerenes.  As opposed to the biological uses of C60, it is generally the fullerene 

tubes that garner the attention in this field of study.  Due to their incredibly high strength to 

mass ratio, carbon nanotubes potentially offer a level of strength and support unattainable by 

traditional building materials. 

 One of the most discussed of these opportunities is the proposed space elevator.  The 

concept of a space elevator, in its most basic explanation, involves a cable being stretched from 

the surface of the Earth into the atmosphere.  One of the largest obstacles with this project 

involved finding a material with a strength-mass ratio that could provide the necessary support.  

Since the discovery of carbon nanotubes, they have been considered as a feasible option for 

constructing the space elevator (Edwards, 2000). 

 Another interesting application, and certainly less lofty than the space elevator, is a 

“nanoknife” composed of carbon nanotubes.  In 2009, Singh et al. experimented with using 

multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) as a potential tool to cut frozen biological samples.  

Traditionally, diamond or glass knives are used to cut these frozen hydrated cell samples.  The 

diameter and angle of the edges of these knives generally leads to the cracking and alteration of 

these frozen samples.  A cutting edge composed of MWCNTs would have a small enough 

diameter to reduce the bending of the sample from the pressure of cutting.  

The study concluded with evidence that the nanotube knife left indentations on the 

plastic surface, confirming its ability to cut.  Obtaining quantitative measurements of the cutting 

capabilities proved impossible due to the fact that the irregularities of the plastic surface were 

of the same dimensions as the nanotube knife. 
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1.4  Fullerenes and the Environment  

Large scale production of fullerenes (by the ton) began in May 2003 and shows no sign 

of slowing down; especially considering the interest for fullerenes in a wide variety of fields is 

only increasing (Murayama et al, 2004).  One source speculates an increase in production in the 

millions of tons per year over the next 10 years, accompanied by a drop in the price to 8 USD per 

kilogram (Tejral et al., 2009).  To put that last value in perspective, ordering 1 kg of 99.9% C60 

today would cost roughly 50,000 USD (MER Corporation, 2010). 

Although the production of fullerenes for research is certainly a large contributor to 

atmospheric fullerene content, fullerenes generated as a byproduct of gas combustion may in 

fact be the most significant contributor.  Air filters placed near the exhausts of various sources 

of gas combustion (power plant, gas powered water heater, etc.) were collected and analyzed 

with transmission electron microscopy to determine fullerene content.  Although the study was 

strictly qualitative, it was concluded that essentially all modern methane-series combustion 

sources release fullerenes as a byproduct and are certainly worth further investigation (Murr et 

al, 2004). 

Natural Occurrence 

 Although fullerenes had been synthesized in macroscopic quantities and had been 

observed during carbon vaporization, it was not until 1992 that they were confirmed to occur 

naturally.  Using high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM), C60 and C70 were 

discovered in carbonaceous Precambrian rock.  Using Fourier transform mass spectrometry, a 

large C60 peak and a smaller C70 peak were observed (Buseck et al., 1992).   
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In addition to the rock sample, further confirmation of fullerene’s existence in the 

natural environment was observed in a 10,000 year old core of ice from Greenland (Esquivel and 

Murr, 2004) and in the fossil of a dinosaur egg (Wang et al., 1998).   

 Despite the numerous ongoing studies regarding the prevalence of fullerenes in our 

environment, there are very few quantitative studies regarding the amount of fullerenes 

present in our environment.  This is due to the limited capabilities of most air particle analysis 

systems, in which the threshold of detectable particle size is in the micron range, a thousand 

times larger than many nanoparticles (Morris & Willis, 2007). 

1.5  Pharmacological Studies of Fullerenes 

This relatively new influx of fullerene production, coupled with their discovery as a 

byproduct of combustion (Murr et al., 2004), has led to an increased interest in the effect that 

these particles might have in an environmental and toxicological sense.  These studies generally 

focus on two main aspects of potential toxicity:  in vitro cytotoxicology and in vivo toxicology.   

The latter of these is generally coupled with a pharmacokinetic study.  

In vitro toxicology involves the toxic effects of a chemical upon cells and tissues outside 

of an organism (Barile, 1994).  In vivo toxicology examines the toxic effects of a chemical within 

a living organism.  Pharmacokinetics is defined as “the science of quantifying the rate and extent 

of the absorption, distribution, metabolism, and elimination of chemicals and drugs in the body” 

(Riviere, 2009).  Both in vitro and in vivo studies are essential to establish the necessary 

constraints for the emerging fields of medical and biological fullerene use.  Although the in vivo 

toxicology and pharmacokinetic studies were more pertinent to the study at hand, in vitro 

cytotoxicity studies were also examined. 
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 Prior to discussion of the current pharmacological research of fullerenes and fullerene 

derivatives, the findings of a few recent studies questioning the validity of many C60 toxicity 

studies will be examined.  These recent studies make and test the assertion that many previous 

C60 toxicity studies have invalid results due to the use of a potentially toxic solvent, 

tetrahydrofuran (THF) and its byproducts (Henry et al., 2007; Spohn et al., 2009).  However, 

considering that these toxicity studies using THF have only recently come under scrutiny, an 

examination of them is still valuable.  Following a review of these older toxicity studies, the 

recent THF toxicity studies will be discussed. 

In vitro Cytotoxicological Studies 

 The common finding of cytotoxicity studies focused on fullerene and other 

nanoparticles is that they promote oxidative stress and often mitochondrial damage (Satoh and 

Takayanagi, 2006).  This is generally attributed to ROS (reactive oxygen species) generated by 

fullerenes and other ultrafine particles (Sayes et al. 2004; Oberdörster et al., 2005).  All of the 

cytotoxicity studies in this section utilized solvent-exchange (with THF) as the preparation 

method. 
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Figure 1.10 summarizes the theoretical cytotoxic routes of these reactive oxygen 

species: 

 

Fig 1.10 – A summary of cytotoxic mechanisms related to ROS generation by nanoparticles 

(NP), beginning with the targeting of mitochondria by nanoparticles and inducing an over-

production of ROS.  The majority of the subsequent effects are then shown to be the result of 

an over-working of the antioxidant system of the cell in an effort to reduce ROS levels.  A 

stressed antioxidant system leads to oxidative stress that in turn can cause protein 

denaturation, lipid peroxidation, DNA damage, and various other cytotoxic and inflammatory 

responses (Adapted from Sanvicens & Marco, 2008). 

 

Although many of the studies have had the same qualitative observations, the current 

cytotoxicity data of fullerene and its derivatives show a great deal of variation in LC50 

(concentration of test chemical in which half the cells are killed) between the types of target 
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cells used.  In addition to the cytotoxic results for nC60, the data for a few water-soluble 

fullerene derivatives is also given in Table 1.1. 

 

Table 1. 1 – Overview of the cytotoxicity studies performed with fullerene and water-soluble 

fullerene derivatives within two separate studies carried out by Sayes et al. in 2004 and 2005.  

LC50 = concentration of chemical that kills 50% of the cell population, (Adapted from Nielsen et 

al., 2008). 

 

 Considering the focus of the study at hand is on the movement of underivatized C60 

particles, the most relevant of the cytotoxicological data presented in the table above is the set 

of LC50 measurements for “C60 suspensions in water” using various human cells (Sayes et al., 

2005).  It should be noted that the 2004 Sayes study, one of the most frequently cited cytotoxic 

fullerene studies, used THF in the C60 solution preparation.  The last three rows of Table 1.5.1 

(primarily found in Sayes et al., 2004) focuses on the cytotoxicity of a few water-solubilized 

fullerene derivatives.   
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Fig 1.11 – Three water soluble fullerene derivates tested in the cytotoxicological study by 

Sayes et al. (2004). 

 

 The data obtained for these three fullerene derivatives show an extreme variance in LC50 

measurements between the C60(OH)24 and the two other derivatives.  While tris-malonic C60 and 

Na+
2-3[C60O7-9(OH)12-15]

(2-3)- display an LC50 of 10 and 40 mg/L respectively, C60(OH)24 showed no 

cytotoxicity at 5 g/L (its limit of solubility). 

 In vitro studies can be a powerful tool when examining specific cell – molecule 

interactions, but are no replacement for in vivo studies that take into account interactions with 

the entire organism. 

In vivo Toxicological / Pharmacokinetic Studies 

Rajagopalan et al. (1996) conducted an in vivo toxicological study of the water-soluble 

fullerene derivative (MSAD-C60; bis(monosuccinimide) derivative of p,p*-bis(2-amino-ethyl)-

diphenyl-C60) found to have in vitro antiviral activity against HIV.  Adult rats were intravenously 

dosed with 15 and 25 mg/kg MSAD-C60.  The 15 mg/kg dose was well tolerated and a binding 

study showed that 99% of the fullerene derivative in the blood plasma was protein bound.  A 

lack of renal clearance was shown by none of the compound being detected in the urine 
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samples after 24 hours.  The average rate of clearance from the blood for the compound was 

found to be 0.19 ± 0.06 liters/h/kg. 

 

The following graph profiles the clearance of the fullerene derivative from blood 

plasma: 

 

Fig 1.12 - Mean ± standard deviation concentrations of MSAD-C60 in plasma as a function of 

time following the intravenous bolus administration of 15 mg of MSAD-C60 per kg to rats 

(Adapted from Rajagopalan et al., 1996). 

 

A 25 mg/kg of MSAD-C60 was also given to two rats; it resulted in death of both test 

subjects within 5 minutes of dosing.  The deaths were characterized by shortness of breath and 

violent movement, but no additional information was available regarding the exact cause of 

death.  However, it was mentioned that previous studies had dosed rats with larger quantities of 

fullerene and no acute toxicity was observed.  This study not only provided a limited 

pharmacokinetic profile, but established a toxicological threshold for intravenous water soluble 

fullerenes. 
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Yamago et al. (1995) examined the pharmacokinetic profile of a water-solubilized C60 

derivative using both oral and intravenous dosing.  A target dose level of 200-500 mg/kg was 

used with adult male rats as the test subjects.  The oral study results showed that 97% of the 

fullerenes were cleared in the feces within 48 hours with only trace amounts being detected in 

the urine.  The intravenous portion of the study showed only 5.4% of the fullerenes eliminated 

into the feces (within 160 h) with the rest remaining in the body.  It was then seen that only 

1.6% of the fullerenes remained in the blood after 1 h while the majority (72.9%) of the 

remaining fullerenes remained in the liver.  

One of the few pharmacokinetic studies to use pristine, underivatized fullerenes was 

conducted in 1996 by Bullard-Dillard et al.  In this study, female rats were intravenously dosed 

with 14C-labeled C60.  Similar to the findings of the aforementioned study, 90-95% of the C60 

accumulated in the liver and remained through the 120 h duration of the study.  Urine analysis 

showed 0.1% recovery at 2 h and <0.01% after 120 h. 

 The inhalation of nanoparticles is a necessary exposure route to examine, because C60 is 

found in the soot generated by the combustion of hydrocarbons (Isaacson et al., 2009).  A 

previous fullerene inhalation study compared the activity of C60 nanoparticle aggregates (55 nm) 

and C60 microparticle aggregates (0.93 um).  Rats were exposed for 3 h/day for 10 days to 

aerosolized fullerenes using a nose-only exposure system.  In the lungs of the rats, the percent 

deposition of the nanoparticles and microparticles was found to be 14.1% and 9.3% 

respectively.  The respective half-lives for the deposited particles in the lungs were 26 and 29 

days (Baker et al., 2008).   

When deposited in the alveolar region of the lungs, nanoparticles are thought to be 

phagocytized by alveolar macrophages and cleared out of the lungs by the mucocilliary 

escalator.  This mucocilliary escalator is characterized by the concerted cranial (towards the 
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head) movement of the respiratory epithelial cilia in order to clear the mucus (and the particles 

trapped within) from the lungs (Stuart, 1984).  Once cleared from the lungs, the particles are 

either coughed out or swallowed (Oberdörster et al., 2005).  Fig 1.13 shows the proximity of the 

pathways involved in the mucocilliary escalator. 

 

Fig 1.13 – The human mucociliary escalator involves the concerted movement of cilia along 

the trachea in order to clear foreign particles from the body.  The anatomical relationship 

between the trachea and esophagus is shown here.  The bronchi of the lungs also play a role 

in mucociliar escalator but are not shown here (Adapted from Gray, 1918). 

 

Both the 2008 Baker et al. study and knowledge of the mucociliary escalator combine to 

give an idea of the route in which inhaled nanoparticles translocate to the GI tract.  A schematic 

of the complete pharmacokinetic profile of nanoparticles (Fig 1.14) was compiled by 

Oberdörster et al. and agrees with the previously described biodistribution studies. 
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Fig 1.14 – The confirmed and potential routes of nanosized particles in the body, special 

attention should be given to the inhalation route (Adapted from Oberdörster et al, 2005). 

 

1.6  Recent Questioning of Toxicity Data 

Many of the frequently cited C60 toxicity studies have recently come into question due 

to the techniques commonly employed in the solution preparation.  The two most common 

methods of preparation, solvent exchange (using THF) and extended mixing in water, were 

examined by Brant et al. in 2005 and are discussed in more detail in the “Overview and 

Nomenclature” section of this paper.  

 In 2007, Henry et al. investigated the toxic effects of nC60 created by both solvent 

exchange (using THF as the initial solvent) and extended mixing.  Their assertion was that many 

of the toxic effects of nC60 cited in other research were in fact due to the THF or THF byproducts 

remaining in the test chemical.  The survival rate of test subjects (larval zebra fish) was lower 

than in the tests using a THF-C60 or THF-water mixture, but not affected by the nC60 solutions 
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prepared by extended mixing.  Analysis of the THF-nC60 by gas chromatography-mass 

spectrometry detected no THF, but did detect the THF oxidation products γ-butyrolactone and 

tetrahydra-2-furanol.  The LC50 for γ-butyrolactone was found to be 47 ppm, clearly showing the 

potential to alter toxicity results of studies utilizing the THF solvent exchange technique.  This 

was the first study to question the results of numerous C60 toxicity studies (Oberdörster, 2004; 

Sayes et al., 2005; Lovern and Klaper, 2006) and propose that these toxicity results were instead 

due to oxidation products of THF remaining within the aggregates of C60.  Past nC60 cytotoxicity 

studes have tested and verified that no THF was present in the aqueous nC60 solution, but 

neglected to test for the toxic byproducts of THF (Sayes et al., 2005). 

 Spohn et al. (2009) corroborated the claims of Henry’s group by testing nC60’s effects on 

the crustacean Daphnia magna and human lung epithelial line A549.   Both nC60 prepared by 

extended mixing in water and nC60 prepared in THF (with additional washing steps to remove 

byproducts of THF) demonstrated no toxic effects in D. magna and A549 lung cells.  The study 

also concluded that tetrahydro-2-furanol and γ-butyrolactone were responsible for any adverse 

effects of nC60 suspensions. 

 An in vivo oral dosing study conducted in 2006 by Mori et al. studied the median lethal 

dose (LD50) of fullerenes, both C60 and C70.  A single dose of 2000 mg/kg (water-surfactant based 

C60 solution) was given to all test subjects (rats).  No deaths were observed and the body 

weights of all test subjects increased at the same rate as the control group.  It was the opinion 

of Mori’s group that fullerenes possess little to no toxicological significance.   

 A study in 2005 by Gharbi et al. tested both the toxicity and radical scavenging 

properties of nC60 in rats.  Forty-two rats were given intraperitoneal injections of an aqueous 

solution of nC60 (prepared by extended mixing) at a level of 500 mg/kg/day for seven days and 

then twice more over the subsequent two weeks.  On day 7, the highest liver accumulation was 
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recorded at 24%.  On days 14 and 21, this value decreased to 5% and 1% respectively.  This 

displayed that either C60 was being eliminated out of or transformed in the liver.  Fecal 

elimination was observed at levels of roughly 14% of the amount remaining in the liver at the 

same time.  This portion of the study confirmed that C60 poses no toxicity at levels up to 2000 

mg/kg in rats.  The absence of any cellular lesions was also confirmed by a measurement of 

serum alanin aminotransferase, a compound that at certain levels can indicate cell damage. 

 The radical scavenging portion of the study explored the interaction between C60 and 

CCl4, a known free radical initiator (Slater, 1996).  Two groups of rats were dosed with CCl4 (1 

mL/kg), with one of the groups undergoing a pretreatment of nC60 (2 g/kg).  Both groups 

exhibited identical symptoms of pilo-erection (goosebumps) and lethargy, but those pre-treated 

with nC60 ceased being symptomatic after 3-4 hours.  The livers of the pre-treated group were 

normal upon necropsy.  The group that was not pre-treated remained symptomatic for 24 hours 

until necropsy.  Upon necropsy, their livers had multiple areas of inflammation as well as large 

areas of necrosis.   

These THF studies clearly indicate a need for a review of the many toxicity studies of 

nC60 that utilized THF in the preparation process.  They also highlight the ease and quickness in 

which an error-prone method can become the standard in such a fast moving field of research.  

It should also be pointed out that in all of these studies, nC60 prepared by extended mixing 

yielded no significant toxicity results and most closely resembles the path in which C60 would 

follow if released into an aquatic environment.   
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2  Materials and Methods 

2.1  Project Overview 
The goal of this study was to determine the presence and movement of inhaled C60 

particles in the small intestine of adult male rats.  This investigation, however, is a small portion 

of a larger study conducted over a number of years.  The overall study was funded by the 

National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS) and performed by Lovelace 

Respiratory Research Institute (LRRI) in Albuquerque, NM.  The goal of the overall study was to 

determine the bio-distribution of C60 and C70 particles, dosed intravenously and intratracheally.  

Although the larger study aimed to create an entire bio-distribution profile of C60 and C70, the 

goal of this project was to explore the way in which inhaled C60 passed through the small 

intestine.   

2.2  Pre-Experimental Procedure 

Although the intestines analyzed in this project were obtained from the specimens at 

LRRI, the work performed on this thesis project occurred 2 years after the organs were 

collected.  At no point in this thesis project were any live animals dosed, handled, or euthanized.  

All of the work performed for this specific project dealt with tissue harvested for an ongoing 

study.  Because the method in which the animals were handled and dosed is integral to 

analyzing the organs and understanding the project as a whole, a small overview of the pre-

experimental procedure is necessary. 

As previously mentioned, this thesis project is a portion of the overarching C60 

disposition study.  Of the 9 portions of the study, the section focused on was the intratracheal 

(IT) instillation of adult male rats with 5 mg/kg 13C60 and tissue collection periods at 0.5, 2, 6, 24, 
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and 168 h.  Thirty three adult male rats were randomly selected for this study, with 30 receiving 

a dose and 3 serving as controls.  The rats were weighed and dosed according to their weight 

with a target of 5 mg/kg of 13C60.  Six rats were assigned to each of the 5 tissue collection periods 

(30 dosed rats); each group was euthanized and processed at its respective time point.  The 3 

control rats were euthanized and processed along with the “168 h” time period dosed rats. 

A more in depth look at the materials and methods section from LRRI’s report regarding 

the living conditions, dose preparation, and euthanasia of the rats can be found in the “Pre-

Experimental Procedure” section of the appendix. 

2.3  Tissue Preparation 

The intestine samples were stored at -20°C in tightly capped polypropylene bottles until 

use.  While outside of the freezer, the samples were kept on ice.  Using two forceps, one to hold 

the intestine and one to squeeze/slide down the intestine, the intestinal contents were 

squeezed into a collection vial.  Using a plastic syringe with a 23-gauge blunt tip, DI water was 

injected through the intestine and squeezed into the waste.  A new syringe tip was used for 

every intestine.  This rinsing was performed twice per intestine.  The intestine was then rinsed 

with and submerged in water.  The intestine was then dried using Kimwipes (Kimberly-Clark Co.) 

and placed into a collection vial. 

 The intestine and contents were both weighed and then stored at -20°C in 20 ml glass 

vials until further use.  The intestine samples were later homogenized for roughly 30 seconds 

inside the vial using a Fisher Scientific PowerGen 125.  The following extraction method is the 

same for both the small intestine and the intestinal contents.  Two aliquots of 50 mg were taken 

from all samples and placed into individual 7 ml glass vials.  The caps were removed from the 

aliquot vials and a Kimwipe was fixed over the top with a rubber band.  The samples were then 
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lyophilized until completely dry.  The weights of both the original samples and the aliquots can 

be found in the “Sample and Aliquot Weights” section of the appendix. 

2.4  Extraction 

Each dry sample was scraped off the sides of the vial thoroughly, ensuring maximum 

surface area for extraction.  The entire sample was then submerged in 1 mL of toluene.  All 

samples were then put on a water bath at 37°C and gently agitated for 72 hours.  From each vial, 

500 µL of toluene was taken and placed into a 0.22-µm micro-centrifuge filter vial (Millipore 

Ultrafree-MC).  The samples were then centrifuged for 10 minutes at 10,000 rpm.  The solution 

was spun in filter vials to clear large (tissue/fecal) particles from the extraction solution.  The 

resulting filtrate from each sample was then placed into HPLC vials and stored at 4°C. 

2.5  Analysis 

The following HPLC-MS method is taken directly from LRRI’s report:  “The analysis was 

conducted on an Applied Biosystems API-4000 MS coupled to an Agilent 1200 HPLC.  Ionization 

was conducted by APCI in the positive mode.  The MS was set to scan from 719.5 Da to 740.0 Da 

for C60 . . . .  The method used a Cosmosil Buckyprep (150 x 2 mm, Nacalai Tesque number 

K46511; Nacalai Tesque) HPLC column.  An isocratic mobile phase of 100% toluene was used 

with a flow rate of 200 µL/min for a total analysis time of 10 min.  The column temperature was 

set at 40.0 °C, and the sample injection volume was 20 µL.  C60 had a retention time of 

approximately 4.3 min . . . .” 

The C60 peaks were integrated automatically by the computer if large enough and in the 

expected time range.  Peaks that were not large enough to be automatically integrated were 

integrated manually using the provided software (Applied Biosystems Analyst). 
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2.6  Standard Creation 

To create a standard curve in order to analyze the results of the HPLC-MS data, a variety 

of stock solutions were created.  The solution used to spike the content and intestine samples 

was C60 in toluene.  The C60 used in this experiment was 13C labeled (with 25% enrichment) and 

purchased from the MER Corporation (Tucson, AZ; catalog # MR713). 

 For the first stock solution, 10 mg of the 13C labeled C60 was added to a 10 mL volumetric 

flask and brought to 10 mL with toluene. This flask was then sonicated until the C60 was completely 

in solution.  From this 1 mg/mL solution of C60 in toluene, all the necessary solutions were created 

by dilutions.  The following concentrations were used in the spiking process:  2 ng/mL, 10 ng/mL, 

25 ng/mL, and 50 ng/mL.  

 Blank intestine from non-experimental rats was obtained from the same type of rat (F344) 

used in the study.  This tissue and the intestinal contents were prepared in an identical fashion to 

the tissue obtained from the dosed rats, except only 4 aliquots of intestine and intestinal content 

(a total of 8) were taken.  All aliquots were lyophilized until dry.  Each aliquot was spiked with its 

respective concentration of C60 in toluene.  Each spiked sample was then dried under a slow 

stream of N2.  The extraction and analysis method for the standards was identical to the method 

used for the tissue of dosed rats. 

 For each set of 4 samples (intestinal tissue and intestinal content), the C60 peak area 

counts were averaged and graphed against the known concentration of its respective spiking 

solution.  A linear regression, along with an R2 value, was generated for each set of data using 

Microsoft Excel.  The equation for each of these data sets was used in calculating the 

concentration of C60 from each mass spectrometry area count from the experimental samples. 
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2.7  Rinsate Analysis 

 Before the majority of the samples were processed, a few select samples of intestinal 

content and intestine were prepared and analyzed to determine whether the project was worth 

pursuing.  In addition to saving the intestinal content and intestine from these samples, the 

rinsate used to clean the intestine was also retained for analysis.  Prior to processing the 

majority of intestine, the collected rinsate from these samples was processed on the HPLC-MS 

to determine whether it would be necessary to save the rinsate for the rest of the samples. 
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3  Results 

3.1  Presence of C60 in Selected Rinsate Samples 

C60 was not found in the preliminary rinsate testing, determining that rinsate would not 

be collected or analyzed for the other portion of the experiment.  The rinsates of two intestines 

(21 & 25) were tested and C60 was not detected.  The data for this can be found in the Appendix 

under “5.2 Rinsate Analysis.” 

3.2  Standard Curves 

Before any standard curves were generated, aliquots of the solutions used for spiking 

(C60 in toluene) were run through the HPLC-MS to determine their validity.  The following graph 

(Figure 3.1) is the curve of the various concentrations of stock solution used to spike the blank 

tissue.  The R2 value was acceptable and the spiking could be performed with these stock 

solutions. 

 

Fig 3.1 – Mass spectrum (intensity vs m/Z) of the stock solution used in standard creation.  The 

range recorded was set to 719.5 – 740 Da with the signal starting at approximately 725 Da.  

The curve shown here is indicative of the 25% 
13

C enrichment of the C60. 
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Figure 3.2 – Plot of the target C60 (in toluene) stock solution concentrations (2, 10, 25, & 50 

ppm) with their associated mass spectrometry area counts.  A best-fit linear equation was 

then fit to the data points and is also shown. 

 

 

Fig 3.3 – Plot of the targeted C60 concentrations (2, 10, 25, & 50) of the content standards with 

their associated mass spectrometry area counts.  The error bars at each point represent the 
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standard deviation of the 3 values from which they were generated.  A best-fit linear equation 

was then fit to the data points and is also shown. 

 

 

Fig 3.4 – Plot of the targeted C60 concentrations (2, 10, 25, & 50) of the intestine standards 

with their associated mass spectrometry area counts.  The error bars at each point represent 

the standard deviation of the 3 values from which they were generated.  A best-fit linear 

equation was then fit to the data points and is also shown.  

 

The standard curves generated (Fig 3.2 - 3.4) all had acceptable R2 values, greater than 

or equal to 0.98, as dictated by LRRI’s standards.  The data from which these graphs were 

generated can be found in the section “5.4 Standard Curve Data” in the Appendix. 
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3.3  HPLC-MS Spectra 

 The following spectra (Fig 3.5) are representative samples of the spectra obtained 

during this study: 

 

Fig 3.5 – These graphs were generated from the HPLC-MS data obtained from Content Sample 

10 – Aliquot 1.  The top portion (A) displays the intensity (@ 719.5 to 740 Da) versus time 

graph of the HPLC-MS with the highlighted area (≈ 4 – 4.5 min) representing the expected time 

for C60 to elute from the column.  The area under the curve shown in the highlighted area 

provides the area count value used for interpretation of the results.  The large peak at 1.5 min 

is due to biological particulates that were not filtered out properly.  The bottom portion (B) is 

the intensity versus m/z (@ 719.5 to 740) for the highlighted area. 

 

3.4  Concentrations of C60 in the Intestinal Content 

Using the equations generated from their respective standard curves, the area counts of 

all the samples were converted into a concentration of C60.  An example of these calculations 

can be found in the appendix under “5.6  C60 Concentration Sample Calculation.”   The tables 
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containing all of the mass spectrometry counts and subsequently calculated concentrations can 

be found in the appendix under “5.5  Intestinal Content Analysis Data.” 

 

Fig 3.6 – The calculated concentrations of C60 in both aliquots of all 30 intestinal content 

samples.  The samples are grouped within their time points and aliquots of the same sample 

are differentiated as so:  Sample 1 – Aliquot 1 is labeled 1A and Sample 1 – Aliquot 2 is labeled 

1B.   
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3.5  Concentrations of C60 in the Intestinal Tissue 

The tables containing all of the mass spectrometry counts and subsequently calculated 

concentrations can be found in the appendix under “5.5  Intestine Analysis Data.” 

 

 

Fig 3.7 – The calculated concentrations of C60 in both aliquots of all 30 intestinal tissue 

samples.  The samples are grouped within their time points and aliquots of the same sample 

are differentiated as so:  Sample 1 – Aliquot 1 is labeled 1A and Sample 1 – Aliquot 2 is labeled 

1B.   
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4  Discussion 

4.1  Inherent Sources of Error/Variability 

Before discussing any of the results of this experiment, it would be beneficial to point 

out the wide degree of variability inherent to any study involving multiple, live subjects.  

Because samples obtained for a biodistribution study can only be obtained by necropsy, every 

data point is from a different rat.  This does not allow for actual tracking of a substance’s 

movement through an organism, but is more like a snapshot of where it ends up in multiple 

specimens after a certain amount of time.  Ideally, the analysis of many measurements can yield 

an accurate model for the movement of a given substance. 

The dosing itself was one of the more controlled aspects of the experiment.  Prior to 

dosing, the rats were anesthetized and hung from their incisors to allow easy access to the 

trachea.  At this point, a tracheal catheter was inserted and the dose was given by a syringe.  

This method simulates inhalation of these particles.  The use of a catheter combined with 

anesthetized animals provides a controlled environment to accurately deliver the dosage.  It is 

after “inhalation” in which sources of variability and error present themselves. 

The IT-dosed C60 is delivered to the lungs, but enters the GI tract by physiological 

methods of lung particle clearance.  The rate in which each rat clears the C60 particles (through 

coughing or mucociliary escalation) is unique, although ideally enough test subjects have been 

employed to develop a consistent trend/rate of clearance. 

Even with the rigorous attempts to control the environment in which the test subjects 

exist between the dosing and necropsy, it is still impossible to control a number of factors which 

could all affect the results of the study.  One of the most prevalent of these when dealing with 
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metabolic cages is the issue of fecal ingestion.  Most of the fecal matter of the rats falls through 

the grate and is collected for study at certain time points, but some of it becomes stuck to the 

bars of the grate.  This fecal matter is often eaten by the rats and can potentially reintroduce C60 

into their GI tract and alter the results of any future collected data (Dr. Philip Kuehl, personal 

communication). 

4.2  Presence of C60 in the Intestinal Content 

Of the samples that were examined for the intestinal content, the samples from the 2 

and 6 hour time points contained the highest amount of C60.  At the 0.5, 24, and 168 hour time 

points there is little, if any, C60 present.  There is a large decrease in the amount of C60 in the 

samples between 6 and 24 hours.  It would have been beneficial to add a collection somewhere 

between the 6 and 24 hour time points, e.g., a 12 hour time point.  This would have given a 

more accurate time frame for which C60 passes through the GI tract. 

 

 

Figure 4.1 – The average concentration of C60 for all intestinal content aliquots for each time 

point. 
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The results of the intestinal content were quite reasonable when compared to the 

typical movement of particles through the gastrointestinal tract of adult male rats.  Mori et al., 

1999 examined consistently fed rats (non-fasting), and found the average time in which 50% of 

food travels from mouth to cecum (through both stomach and small intestine) is 4.9 h.  This is 

comprised of a 1.8 h gastric emptying time (stomach to small intestine) and a 3.1 h small 

intestine transit time (small intestine to cecum).   

Similarly, Tuleue et al. (1999) examined the colon arrival time in addition to the gastric 

emptying time and small intestine transit time.  The colon arrival time is the time it takes for the 

food to travel through the stomach, small intestine, cecum, and large intestine.  The average 

time in which 50% of the given food arrived is as follows:  gastric emptying – 2.1 h, cecal arrival 

time – 3.87 h, and colon arrival time – 15.6 h.  This colon arrival time is important to put the 

small intestine transit time in perspective with a substances movement through the entire 

gastrointestinal tract. 

This gastric emptying time is important to consider because it dictates the expected 

time in which C60 may have theoretically entered the small intestine.  Presence of C60 in the 

small intestine would mostly likely occur after 1.8 h, when 50% of ingested particles have passed 

out of the stomach.  However, the C60 in this study was not fed to the rats, but intratracheally 

dosed.  This would lead one to expect a slightly longer time for half of the particles to reach the 

small intestine.  This extra time would take into account the clearance of C60 particles from the 

lungs and the trachea by mucocilliary escalator.  The data obtained from the gastrointestinal 

transit studies (Mori et al., 1999; Tuleue et al., 1999) should be viewed as approximations that 

provide a window for what results can be considered reasonable. 

The only surprising portion of these results was the concentration of C60 in the 24 and 

168 hour time points.  On average, a higher concentration of C60 was found in the content of the 
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rats necropsied at 168 hours than those necropsied at 24 hours.  On a purely intuitive level, this 

makes no sense considering there should be much less C60 in the intestinal content after 144 

hours have passed.  This slight increase in concentration between the 24 and 168 h time points 

was shown to be statistically insignificant by a Student’s t-test and could certainly be explained 

by the aforementioned inherent sources of error.  The rats necropsied at 168 h could have 

consumed some of their own fecal matter containing C60 in the week long time span and thus 

raised the levels of C60 in their intestinal content over that of the 24 hours necropsied rats.   

When preparing the intestinal samples, it was necessary to homogenize each sample in 

order for 50 mg aliquots to be taken.  This was not performed on the intestinal content samples 

because it was already possible to take an aliquot without intense homogenization.  The only 

homogenization performed upon the intestinal samples was a stirring of the sample with a 

spatula.  Ideally, the content should have also been homogenized more thoroughly to ensure an 

even distribution of C60. 

4.3  Presence of C60 in the Intestinal Tissue 

 The time points in which the highest concentration of C60 was present in the intestine 

paralleled those which also had the highest in the study of intestinal content.  The 2 and 6 hour 

time points (displayed in Fig. 4.2) displayed a much higher concentration of C60 in the intestine 

than in the 0.5, 24, and 168 hour time points.  
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Figure 4.2 – The average concentration of C60 for all intestine aliquots for each time point. 

 

The concentrations of C60 found in the intestine samples were on average 50% lower 

than their intestinal content counterparts.  These results can be plausibly explained by two 

possibilities:  1) internalization of C60 into the epithelial cells of the intestine or 2) contamination 

of the intestine samples with C60 from content not completely rinsed out. 

Considering that the issue of contamination was a significant factor when analyzing the 

results of this experiment, ways to limit or eliminate contamination from this experiment should 

be examined.  The potential for contamination occurred during the cleaning and rinsing stage of 

the tissue preparation step.  The actual cleaning of the intestine samples began after the 

intestinal content was squeezed out of the intestine.  Using two forceps to perform the 

collection of intestinal content, small amounts of content were inevitably left in the intestine.  

Using a syringe, water was then flushed through the intestine.  This rinsing was performed 

twice.  After the rinsing, the entire intestine was submerged and stirred in a Petri dish filled with 
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water.  This cleaning, although methodical, was probably not as thorough as it could be to 

ensure less ambiguous results. 

To better attain an intestine completely devoid of content, additional measures should 

have been utilized.  Flushing out the intestine with an instrument that could provide higher 

pressures than a syringe is one of these options.  The other is cutting open the intestine length 

wise, and then scraping out the content manually. 

4.4  Internalization vs. Contamination 

 The term internalization refers to the movement of C60 into or through the epithelial 

cells of the small intestine.  After considering the size and polarity of C60, the hydrophobic 

interior of the phospholipid bilayer of intestinal epithelial cells presents itself as the most likely 

location for C60 molecules to reside after entering the cells of the small intestine (Jeng et al., 

2005).  In fact, recent studies utilizing computer simulation have been conducted to observe the 

behavior and movement of fullerenes (both monomeric and clustered) in or around a 

phospholipid bilayer. 

 One of the most cited of these studies utilized a computer simulation (using GROMAC, a 

molecular dynamics simulator) with the following parameters:   one C60 molecule suspended in 

water placed 2.8 nm away from a phospholipid bilayer consisting of 128 molecules of 

dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC).  The C60 molecule was observed diffusing slowly towards 

the bilayer, and then “at t ≈ 4.09 ns, the C60 molecule virtually ‘jumped’ into the lipid bilayer" 

(Qiao et al., 2007).  This result coincides with an almost identical simulation study (also using 

GROMAC) that demonstrated monomeric fullerene spontaneously entering the bilayer.  In this 

study it was also confirmed that once inside the phospholipid bilayer, the C60 molecule remained 
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within roughly 1 nm of the center and movement of C60 to the outside was never observed 

(Wong-Ekkabut et al., 2008). 

Although the majority of these studies have utilized computer simulations to predict the 

interaction between C60 and a phospholipid bilayer, a recent in vitro study utilized unilamellar 

vesicles of dioleoylphosphatidylcholine (DOPC) to simulate the phospholipid bilayer.   

This study did not use C60, but rather nano-sized organic carbon molecules (NOCs) 

ranging in size from 1-5 nm.  These NOCs were placed in an aqueous solution (10 ppm) along 

with the test vesicles and within 10 minutes, the presence of NOCs within the vesicles was 

detected.  However, they asserted and confirmed (using previous spectrum showing 

peroxidation) that this was due to membrane peroxidization by the NOCs, which leads to an 

alteration of the phospholipid bilayer permeability (Rusciano et al., 2009).  

All of these previously mentioned membrane studies demonstrated the translocation of 

C60 from an aqueous solution into the lipid portion of the phospholipid bilayer as a 

thermodynamically spontaneous process.  However, these studies employed an environment 

(both in silico and in vitro) vastly different than the one occurring in the small intestine of a living 

organism.  The most glaring of these differences is the media in which the C60 exists while next 

to the phospholipid bilayer.  In the simulated studies it was suspended in water, a completely 

polar media.  The lumen of the small intestine contains a quite contrasting environment for the 

C60 molecules, most notably the lipid composition of intestinal content.   

The composition of these fecal lipids varies (Sperry & Bloor, 1924), but when all lipid-like 

substances are taken into consideration, they have been estimated to comprise up to 24% of the 

fecal content in various mammalian models (Tidwell and Holt, 1935; Marcotegui et al., 1998).  

Excluding cases of malnutrition, there was shown to be little relationship between the amounts 

of fat in the diet and fat recovered in fecal matter (Krakower, 1933).  Nevertheless, the fat 
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content of the food given to the rats in this study was 4.4% (Teklad Corporation, 2006).  It is 

important to note that none of the aforementioned fecal lipid composition studies used rats as a 

model, so they should be considered as qualitative.   

The membrane studies by Qiao et al. and Wong-Ekkabut et al. would certainly lead one 

to think that a high percentage of the C60 molecules in the small intestines of the rats would 

readily (and quickly) enter the proximal cellular membranes.  However, this information 

regarding the lipid content of intestinal fecal matter confirms that there is a sizeable difference 

between the environment of the intestinal lumen and the environments examined in the 

aforementioned membrane studies.  Due to this difference, I assert that the scenarios presented 

by these membrane studies should not be considered as good models for the C60 particles in this 

experiment. 

 It was mentioned earlier that C60 could also have been internalized, by passing through 

the membrane of the small intestine and consequently into the blood of the animal.  The 

documentation provided by LRRI detailing the results of other portions of this study, indicated 

that this was not the case.  After analysis of the blood, kidney, liver, lung, and spleen of these 

same IT-dosed rats examined in this study, lung was the only surveyed tissue in which C60 was 

detected (Internal LRRI Document, 2009).  

The term contamination refers to any remaining content that was not rinsed out of the 

intestine, substantial enough to alter the results of the intestine’s C60 concentration data.  This 

contamination is not necessarily visible bits of content, but could possibly be microscopic 

particles of content and C60 stuck between the folds, villi, or microvilli of the small intestine. 

Upon seeing an increase in C60 concentration from the 0.5 to the 6 hour time points and 

a sudden disappearance of any C60 at the 24 hour time point, I thought that perhaps the natural 

shedding of intestinal epithelial cells in which C60 had migrated into was responsible for this 
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change in concentration.  After researching the apoptotic characteristics of intestinal epithelial 

cells, this hypothesis was unsupported by the observation that intestinal epithelial cells have an 

average life span of 3-5 days (Kim et al., 1998).  This lifespan does not coincide with the drop in 

C60 concentration between the 6 and 24 hour time points. 

Although these time points represent entirely separate rats, the severe drop in C60 

concentration seen between the 6 and 24 hour time points may indicate that the C60 observed in 

the 2 and 6 hour time points are due to intestinal content residue remaining in the intestine, 

and not cellular internalization of any C60.  This assertion can also be seen in the data, with 

samples showing a high C60 concentration in the intestinal tissue also showing a high C60 

concentration in the intestinal content. 

Figure 4.3 demonstrates this parallel by displaying the average C60 concentration of each 

content sample next to its corresponding intestinal tissue sample.  It can be seen that most of 

the samples with a substantial intestinal tissue C60 concentration also have a high corresponding 

intestinal content C60 concentration. 
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Fig 4.3 – The average (Alq. 1 & 2) C60 concentrations of both intestinal content and intestinal 

tissue for all samples.  These values were generated from the averaging of aliquots 1 & 2 for 

each sample. 

 

One of the main arguments to support this assertion of content residue altering 

intestinal tissue results is the difficulty of ensuring a complete and full rinse of the small 

intestine.  The inside luminal walls of the small intestine are lined by villi, highly vascularized 

protrusions of the mucous membrane of the small intestine that both increase the surface area 

of the small intestine and serve as the sites of nutrient absorption  (Gray, 1918).  The surfaces of 

these villi are covered by thin projections of the cell surface referred to as microvilli (Palay and 

Karlin, 1959). 

The distribution and density of these villi and microvilli can visualize the increase in 

surface that they lend to the small intestine.  The spacing of villi on the primary luminal surface 

is estimated to be roughly 0.198 mm, resulting in a 5.3-fold increase in surface area compared to 

a smooth tube of the same size.  The spacing of microvilli on the villous surface is estimated to 
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be 0.46 – 0.52 μm, resulting in a 20.9-fold increase in surface area compared to a smooth villous 

surface.  These combine to give the surface area of the small intestine a 110-fold increase over 

that of a smooth tube of the same size.  This brings the surface area of the small intestine from 

what would appear to be roughly 100 cm2 to over 1 m2.  It is clearly shown that the biggest 

contributor to this increase is the estimated 2 x 1012 microvilli found in the small intestine of the 

adult male rat (Mayhew and Middleton, 1985). 

This information leads me to think that although water was flushed through the small 

intestine, the nature of the small intestine’s luminal surface makes a physical washing only semi-

effective.  Not only was the pressure of the rinse provided by only that of a standard syringe, but 

the non-polar nature of C60 makes any rinsing by a polar chemical such as water strictly 

mechanical.  At no point would C60 enter solution as the water flows through the intestine.  Only 

the physical collision of water molecules with the intestinal content is responsible for the 

dislodging of C60 in content from the folds of the microvilli and subsequently cleaning out the 

intestine.  In future studies, it would be interesting to explore the use of a non-polar solvent for 

rinsing out the intestine.  The non-polar solvent rinse could most likely only be used for studies 

focused only on intestinal content, considering a wash with a solvent such as toluene could alter 

intestinal tissue results. 

4.5  Toxicity 

The focus of this experiment is biodistribution, not toxicity, so in depth toxicological 

testing was not performed.  However, this does not mean that toxicological observations cannot 

be made.  The longest observation time (post-exposure) for any rat in this experiment was 168 

hours, so determining any macro-physiological effects of the C60 is quite difficult.  With this said, 

the dosed rats exhibited no obvious changes in behavior or physical health during the 168 hour 
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time period.  For intratracheal dosing of C60 prepared in a surfactant-water mixture at 5 mg/kg, 

acute toxicity was not witnessed.  This finding is consistent with previous in vivo studies using 

similar preparation methods.  Both Mori et al., 2006 and Gharbi et al. 2005 observed no acute 

toxicity at up to 2000 mg/kg C60 in rats. 

4.6  Dose Recovery 

 Calculating the recovery of the original dosed amount is impossible without other 

portions of the study such as urine and feces analysis.  However, calculating the percentage of 

the original dosed amount that was found in the intestine (Table 4.1) at the various time points 

is still important when examining the pharmacokinetics of a molecule. 

Time Point 
Average Dose 

Recovery (%) 

0.5 0.78 

2 4.70 

6 6.63 

24 0.91 

168 1.26 

 

Table 4.1 – The percentage of the dose recovered in the intestinal content and tissue 

displayed as averages of their respective time point groups.  The table of calculations used to 

obtain these values can be found in the appendix under “5.8 - Determination of Dose 

Recovery Data.” 

 

 These percentages can be compared to that of dose recoveries recorded from oral 

dosing studies.  The biological pathways of oral and intratracheal dosing are essentially the same 

after particles are cleared from the lungs and subsequently ingested.  In a 1995 oral C60 dosing 

study performed by Yamago et al., they estimated a 98% recovery of the dosed C60 in the feces 

after 48 hours.  The percentages in Table 4.1 are only for intestinal content and tissue at the 
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given time points.  This means the percentages will be much lower than recovery percentages 

that take fecal matter or stomach content into account.  With this in mind, the percentages 

expressed here are quite substantial considering the 6 h time point subjects have almost 7% of 

the original dose in their intestine.  This data is essentially unique, no other study has tested the 

biodistribution of intratracheal dosed pristine C60.  However, the oral dosing study by Yamago et 

al., is the closest possible comparison, and the dosage recovery data from that experiment 

certainly falls within the realm of reasonable similarity. 

4.7  Summary of C60 Particle Movement 

Based upon the intestinal content data, it is indicated that inhaled C60 is present at the 

highest levels in the content of the small intestine at the 2 and 6 hour time points and almost 

completely cleared within 24 hours.   

Coming to a conclusion regarding the presence of C60 in the cells of the small intestine is 

decidedly more difficult due to the ambiguous circumstances discussed in the preceding section.  

After consideration of both possibilities, the prospect of contamination seems more likely than 

internalization.  Due to difference in concentration between the 6 and 24 hour time points, the 

difficulty of cleaning the intestine, studies of fullerene/membrane interaction, and the data 

obtained in the overarching study; I tentatively conclude that there is no permanent 

internalization of C60 in the small intestine. 

The data points at the 2 and 6 hour time points showing a relatively high concentration 

of C60 are most likely due to C60-rich content remaining stuck between the trillions of microvilli 

of the small intestine.  Between the 6 and 24 hour time points, content devoid of C60 sliding 

through the small intestine most likely pushed out and replaced the C60-rich content that had 

been present in the intestine at the 2 and 6 hour time points. 
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5  Appendix 

5.1  Pre-Experimental Procedure and Data 

All pre-experimental data in this section came from an internal LRRI document. 

Studies Performed 

Study 1 – IV disposition: 5 mg/kg 13C60 or vehicle control, with tissue collection periods 

at 0.5, 1, 2, 6, and 24 h  

Study 2 – IV disposition: 5 mg/kg 12C60 24 h, brain fixation 

Study 3 – IV disposition: 5 mg/kg 13C60 or vehicle with 2-h tissue collection period for 

IMS versus LC-MS comparison.  This study was conducted as a follow-up to verify 

results observed by IMS during Study 1. 

Study 4 – Pilot Intratracheal (IT) Instillation: 5 mg/kg 13C60 or vehicle, with 1-h tissue 

collection period. 

Study 5 – Intratracheal (IT) instillation:  1 mg/kg 13C60 or vehicle control, with tissue 

collection periods at 0.5, 2, 6, 24, and 168 h.  1-h data collected in Study 4. 

Study 6 – Intratracheal (IT) instillation:  5 mg/kg 
13

C60 or vehicle control, with tissue 

collection periods at 0.5, 2, 6, 24, and 168 h. 

Study 7 – Pilot Insufflation: 5mg/kg 12C60, with 1-h tissue collection period. 

Study 8 – Pilot JVC rats IV disposition: 10 mg/kg 12C60, with 1-h tissue collection period. 

Study 9 – JVC rats IV disposition: 5 mg/kg 13C60 or vehicle control, with tissue collection 

periods at 0.5, 2, 6, 24, and 168 h. 

Species, Sex, Strain, Source, and Number 

Adult male F344 rats were purchased from Charles River Laboratories (Wilmington, MA).  

Animal ages and weights at the time of dosing are shown in Tables 2.5–2.7.  Sixty-eight male rats 

were dosed by IV injection for one of the three 5-mg/kg studies (Table 2.5).  Twelve male rats 

were dosed for the pilot intratracheal (IT) instillation 5-mg/kg study (Table 2.5).  Thirty-

three male rats were dosed for the IT instillation study at 1 mg/kg (Table 2.6).  Thirty-three male 

rats were dosed for the IT instillation study at 5 mg/kg (Table 2.6).  Four male rats were dosed 

for the pilot insufflation 5-mg/kg study (Table 2.7).  Adult male JVC F344 rats were purchased 
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from Hilltop Lab Animals, Inc. (Scottdale, PA).  Rats were dosed intravenously through a jugular 

vein cannula.  Four male rats were used for an IV pilot study (Table 2.7).  Twenty rats were 

dosed with 13C60 for an IV study, and four were dosed with vehicle.  

Housing, Quarantine, and Acclimatization 

Upon arrival, rats were housed two per cage on heat-treated hardwood chip bedding 

(autoclaved Sani-Chip; P.J. Murphy Forest Products Corp., Montville, NJ), and quarantined for a 

period of 2 weeks in shoebox cages.  Access to housing areas was limited to authorized 

personnel only.  Fresh bedding and clean sanitized cages were supplied at least twice weekly as 

per LRRI standard operating procedures (SOPs).  Animals designated for the 24-h time point in 

Study 1 and the 168-h time point in Studies 5 and 6 were acclimatized individually in all-glass 

metabolism chambers for approximately 24 h prior to dosing.  After dosing these animals were 

returned to the metabolism chambers, which provide for separate collection of urine and feces.  

For the IV study, JVC rats were housed individually in shoebox cages and quarantined for a 

period of 4 days.  Cannula patency was maintained daily by flushing the cannula with 0.2 mL 

sterile saline followed by a lock with 500 U/mL heparin saline solution. 

Identification and Randomization 

All animals were weighed and randomized on either the day prior to or the day of dosing.  

Study 1 animals were uniquely identified by tail markings.  All other animals were uniquely 

identified with ear tags.  Numbers (A001, A002, etc.) were used to assign individuals as study 

animals or study extras using Excel (Microsoft Office Excel 2003; Microsoft Corporation; 

Redmond, WA) to assign numbers.  Metabolism cages were individually coded by animal 

number and color. 

 

Table 5.1 - Individual Animal Data for Male F344 Rats 

Used in IT Exposure Studies of C60 Fullerenes
a
 

Study 

ID 

(Type) 

Animal 

Code 

Ear 

Tag # Species
b
 Sex 

Body 

Wt. 

(g)
c
 

Age 

(wk)
d
 

Dose 

Route 

Dose 

(mg/kg) 

Study 

Length 

(h)
e
 

Study 6O O001 C087 R  Male 188.01 9 IT 6.0836 0.5 

(Disposition) O002 C092 R  Male 218.54 9 IT 5.9064 0.5 

 O003 C109 R  Male 210.96 9 IT 5.9520 0.5 

 O004 C095 R  Male 226.27 9 IT 6.2025 0.5 

 O005 C116 R  Male 214.61 9 IT 6.0518 0.5 

 O006 C107 R  Male 206.71 9 IT 6.0299 0.5 

 O007 C088 R  Male 192.82 9 IT 6.2053 2 
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 O008 C086 R  Male 219.18 9 IT 5.1418 2 

 O009 C080 R  Male 216.31 9 IT 5.9968 2 

 O010 C083 R Male 221.84 9 IT 5.8167 2 

 O011 C096 R Male 216.65 9 IT 6.0280 2 

 O012 C084 R Male 202.19 9 IT 6.0481 2 

 O013 C078 R Male 193.97 9 IT 5.7607 6 

 O014 C099 R Male 217.81 9 IT 5.7281 6 

 O015 C093 R Male 210.40 9 IT 6.1482 6 

 O016 C077 R Male 225.61 9 IT 6.1693 6 

 O017 C115 R Male 212.36 9 IT 6.0218 6 

 O018 C098 R Male 205.33 9 IT 6.1949 6 

 O019 C108 R Male 199.58 9 IT 6.0712 24 

 O020 C112 R Male 215.22 9 IT 5.9233 24 

 O021 C117 R Male 207.55 9 IT 6.1845 24 

 O022 C081 R Male 223.14 9 IT 5.7363 24 

 O023 C114 R Male 214.51 9 IT 5.7697 24 

 O024 C111 R Male 203.65 9 IT 5.9184 24 

 O025 C113 R Male 188.96 9 IT 6.1270 168 

 O026 C090 R Male 220.07 9 IT 5.7746 168 

 O027 C089 R Male 209.16 9 IT 6.0529 168 

 O028 C094 R Male 222.83 9 IT 6.0509 168 

 O029 C097 R Male 210.29 9 IT 5.9956 168 

 O030 C106 R Male 206.28 9 IT 6.0715 168 

 O031 C105 R Male 201.14 9 IT 0.0000 168 

 O032 C104 R Male 217.99 9 IT 0.0000 168 

 O033 C079 R Male 205.02 9 IT 0.0000 168 

a
This table contains data for all animals dosed IT at 5 mg/kg with fullerenes. 

b
Species: R = F344 rat. 

c
Body weight at time of dose administration. 

d
Age at time of dose administration. 

e
The times listed are expressed from time of dose administration. 

 

Intratracheal Instillation Dose Preparation, Administration, and Analysis 

The IT dose formulation for Studies 4–6 contained [13C]C60 fullerenes.  The dose 

formulation for Study 4 was made at 3.3 mg/mL 13C60 (5 mg/kg) or vehicle (PBS/1% Tween) and 

administered via IT instillation.  The target dose level was 5 mg fullerenes per kg body weight 

administered in a dose volume of 1.5 mL/kg.  The dose formulation for Study 5 was 1 

mg/mL13C60, and 1 mL/kg was administered.  The dose formulation for Study 6 was 3.3 mg/mL 
13

C60 or vehicle control, and 1.5 mL/kg was administered.  The formulation was prepared 4 
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days prior to administration and was stirred at room temperature until administration.  Animal 

weights, obtained on the morning of dosing, were used to determine treatment volumes.  

Animal and dose information are provided in Table 2.5 and 2.6.  Anesthetized animals were 

placed chest-up and hung by the upper incisors on an inclined hanging instillation platform, and 

an IT catheter unit was inserted into the trachea.  IT doses were administered from 1-mL Luer 

lock gas-tight Hamilton syringes equipped with 18-gauge, 2-inch blunt tipped IV catheter 

placement units in varied volumes (approximately 380 µL) depending on animal weight.  Dosing 

syringes were weighed before (full) and after dosing (empty).  The weight of the dose 

administered was determined from the weight of the full syringe minus the weight of the 

syringe following dosing.  Exact dose time was noted for determination of sacrifice time and 

animals were returned to shoebox cages.  Aliquots (50 µL) of the dosing solutions were 

extracted with toluene (2.45 mL).  The dose concentration (mg/mL) was determined by HPLC-UV 

analysis (Method 4) of the toluene extracts against the standard curve (Figure 2.9). 

Diet and Drinking Water 

Animals were fed Teklad Certified Rodent Diet (W) 8728C (Harlan Teklad; Madison, WI) 

ad libitum.  The lot number of rodent food used was recorded.  The rodent food is analyzed by 

the manufacturer, and results and analyses are kept on file at LRRI.  Unlimited municipal water 

was available.  Water analysis is performed annually according to LRRI SOPs.  No contaminants 

are known to be in the diet or water in quantities that would be expected to interfere with the 

outcome of this study. 

Environmental Conditions 

LRRI SOPs regarding Association for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory 

Animals (AAALAC)-approved animal environmental conditions were followed at all times.  This 

includes maintenance of a 12-h light cycle, room temperature at 18–26 °C with relative humidity 

at 30–70%.  Air circulations were 100% fresh filtered air with 10–15 air changes/h.  These 

parameters were continuously monitored (24 h) with an environmental monitoring system 

equipped with an alarm to notify personnel in the event of a temperature or humidity deviation. 

Anesthesia and Euthanasia 

Anesthesia was used to avoid undue pain or distress.  The IT- or insufflation-dosed rats 

were anesthetized by inhalation exposure to isoflurane (5%) prior to dosing .  The maximum 

duration of anesthesia for any animal was 10 min.  At the end of all studies, rats were 

administered a sodium pentobarbital-based euthanasia solution (390 mg sodium 

pentobarbital/kg and 50 mg phenytoin sodium/kg) by intraperitoneal injection to induce 

surgical-level anesthesia.  Anesthetized rats were exsanguinated and euthanized by section of 

the diaphragm. 
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5.2  Rinsate Analysis 

Table 5.2 - Rinsate Data 

Sample Area Count 

FY06-066_Standard_Rinse_2ppm 2729479.213 

FY06-066_Standard_Rinse_2ppm 2838873.448 

FY06-066_Standard_Rinse_2ppm 2909271.122 

FY06-066_Standard_Rinse_10ppm 3559199.699 

FY06-066_Standard_Rinse_10ppm 9523614.085 

FY06-066_Standard_Rinse_10ppm 6791156.39 

FY06-066_Standard_Rinse_25ppm 25257891.05 

FY06-066_Standard_Rinse_25ppm 25811886.61 

FY06-066_Standard_Rinse_25ppm 26093450.03 

FY06-066_O021_Rinse_Alq1 0 

FY06-066_O021_Rinse_Alq1 0 

FY06-066_O021_Rinse_Alq1 0 

FY06-066_O021_Rinse_Alq2 0 

FY06-066_O021_Rinse_Alq2 0 

FY06-066_O021_Rinse_Alq2 0 

FY06-066_O025_Rinse_Alq1 0 

FY06-066_O025_Rinse_Alq1 0 

FY06-066_O025_Rinse_Alq1 0 

FY06-066_O025_Rinse_Alq2 0 

FY06-066_O025_Rinse_Alq2 0 

FY06-066_O025_Rinse_Alq2 0 

 

5.3  Sample and Aliquot Weights 

Table 5.3a – Intestinal Content Aliquots 

Animal ID 

Total Weight 

(g) 

Tare Weight 

(g) 

Sample 

Weight (g) 

Aliquot 1 

Weight (mg) 

Aliquot 2 

Weight (mg) 

O001 18.38 17.17 1.21 49.7 49.9 

O002 19.79 17.07 2.72 50.2 49.2 

O003 18.83 17.01 1.82 49 49.5 

O004 18.74 17.05 1.69 49.7 50.4 
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O005 18.36 17.16 1.2 50.3 49.8 

O006 18.21 17.04 1.17 50 50.9 

O007 19.03 17.09 1.94 50 50.1 

O008 18.38 17.09 1.29 50.7 50.3 

O009 18.13 17.23 0.9 49.9 49.6 

O010 18.66 17.18 1.48 49.8 50.4 

O011 18.31 17.11 1.2 50.1 49.7 

O012 19.89 17.13 2.76 50.3 49.7 

O013 18.26 17.03 1.23 49.7 50.8 

O014 18.87 17.36 1.51 50.2 50 

O015 20.2 17.1 3.1 50.3 50.3 

O016 19.49 17.28 2.21 50.1 50 

O017 18.26 17.03 1.23 49.6 49.5 

O018 18.13 17.03 1.1 50.1 50.2 

O019 19.03 17.14 1.89 49.3 50.2 

O020 19.42 17.26 2.16 50.2 49.4 

O021 17.83 15.52 2.31 50 49.4 

O022 20.1 17.06 3.04 50 49.7 

O023 18.97 17.03 1.94 49.6 50.5 

O024 18.9 17.04 1.86 49.9 50.7 

O025 17.08 15.51 1.57 49.4 50.3 

O026 18.54 17.07 1.47 50.7 50.9 

O027 18.96 17.03 1.93 50 50.8 

O028 18.85 16.98 1.87 50.1 49.4 

O029 20.32 17.29 3.03 50.1 49.4 

O030 19.74 16.99 2.75 49.4 50.7 

O031 18.5 17.13 1.37 49.9 50.4 

O032 18.62 16.97 1.65 50.4 49.3 

O033 18.92 17.31 1.61 49.6 50 
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Table 5.3b – Intestine Aliquots 

Animal ID 

Total Weight 

(g) 

Tare Weight 

(g) 

Sample 

Weight (g) 

Aliquot 1 

Weight (mg) 

Aliquot 2 

Weight (mg) 

O001 18.38 17.17 1.21 49.7 49.9 

O002 19.79 17.07 2.72 50.2 49.2 

O003 18.83 17.01 1.82 49 49.5 

O004 18.74 17.05 1.69 49.7 50.4 

O005 18.36 17.16 1.2 50.3 49.8 

O006 18.21 17.04 1.17 50 50.9 

O007 19.03 17.09 1.94 50 50.1 

O008 18.38 17.09 1.29 50.7 50.3 

O009 18.13 17.23 0.9 49.9 49.6 

O010 18.66 17.18 1.48 49.8 50.4 

O011 18.31 17.11 1.2 50.1 49.7 

O012 19.89 17.13 2.76 50.3 49.7 

O013 18.26 17.03 1.23 49.7 50.8 

O014 18.87 17.36 1.51 50.2 50 

O015 20.2 17.1 3.1 50.3 50.3 

O016 19.49 17.28 2.21 50.1 50 

O017 18.26 17.03 1.23 49.6 49.5 

O018 18.13 17.03 1.1 50.1 50.2 

O019 19.03 17.14 1.89 49.3 50.2 

O020 19.42 17.26 2.16 50.2 49.4 

O021 17.83 15.52 2.31 50 49.4 

O022 20.1 17.06 3.04 50 49.7 

O023 18.97 17.03 1.94 49.6 50.5 

O024 18.9 17.04 1.86 49.9 50.7 

O025 17.08 15.51 1.57 49.4 50.3 

O026 18.54 17.07 1.47 50.7 50.9 

O027 18.96 17.03 1.93 50 50.8 

O028 18.85 16.98 1.87 50.1 49.4 

O029 20.32 17.29 3.03 50.1 49.4 

O030 19.74 16.99 2.75 49.4 50.7 

O031 18.5 17.13 1.37 49.9 50.4 

O032 18.62 16.97 1.65 50.4 49.3 

O033 18.92 17.31 1.61 49.6 50 
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5.4  Standard Curve Data 

Table 5.4a - Intestinal Content Standard Curve Data 

Sample Area Count 

Content_Standard_2ppm 0 

Content_Standard_2ppm 105694.195 

Content_Standard_2ppm 136292.38 

Content_Standard_10ppm 460346.855 

Content_Standard_10ppm 534116.149 

Content_Standard_10ppm 415031.094 

Content_Standard_25ppm 1185697.039 

Content_Standard_25ppm 1110384.964 

Content_Standard_25ppm 1079497.582 

Content_Standard_50ppm 2789592.945 

Content_Standard_50ppm 3002110.09 

Content_Standard_50ppm 2939276.743 

 

Table 5.4b - Intestine Standard Curve Data 

Sample Area Count 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_Standard_2ppm 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_Standard_2ppm 79234.953 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_Standard_2ppm 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_Standard_10ppm 199554.044 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_Standard_10ppm 215116.436 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_Standard_10ppm 150587.015 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_Standard_25ppm 393630.674 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_Standard_25ppm 434133.784 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_Standard_25ppm 447875.247 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_Standard_50ppm 746209.431 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_Standard_50ppm 804833.817 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_Standard_50ppm 661760.856 
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5.5  Intestinal Content Analysis Data 

Table 5.5a – Intestinal Content Analysis Compiled Data  

Sampl

e 

Aliquot 1 - [C60] in 

ppm 

Aliquot 2 - [C60] in 

ppm 

Mean of Alq. 1 & 

2 SD RSD 

O001 0 0 0 N/A N/A 

O002 85.00 173.73 129.36 62.75 48.50 

O003 7.72 4.69 6.20 2.14 34.53 

O004 534.45 1191.65 863.05 464.71 53.85 

O005 10.68 88.63 49.65 55.12 111.0 

O006 5.55 4.94 5.24 0.43 8.19 

O007 229.07 306.99 268.03 55.10 20.56 

O008 4231.83 3073.10 3652.47 819.35 22.43 

O009 2435.75 1125.91 1780.83 926.20 52.01 

O010 2995.22 465.24 1730.23 1788.9 103.3 

O011 76.77 481.22 278.99 285.99 102.5 

O012 1169.34 344.69 757.02 583.12 77.03 

O013 6103.53 4805.24 5454.39 918.03 16.83 

O014 3309.39 269.79 1789.59 2149.3 120.1 

O015 403.79 708.62 556.21 215.55 38.75 

O016 315.59 3862.90 2089.25 2508.3 120.0 

O017 530.56 756.59 643.57 159.83 24.83 

O018 552.55 1624.89 1088.72 758.26 69.65 

O019 92.69 38.62 65.65 38.23 58.23 

O020 113.50 177.03 145.27 44.92 30.92 

O021 79.09 150.83 114.96 50.73 44.13 

O022 139.77 142.74 141.26 2.10 1.49 

O023 169.75 310.48 240.12 99.51 41.44 

O024 814.32 472.05 643.18 242.02 37.63 

O025 247.19 324.15 285.67 54.42 19.05 

O026 374.22 239.80 307.01 95.05 30.96 

O027 239.30 159.53 199.41 56.41 28.29 

O028 229.06 191.05 210.06 26.88 12.79 

O029 408.88 214.19 311.53 137.66 44.19 

O030 395.09 565.99 480.54 120.85 25.15 

O031 0 0 0 N/A N/A 

O032 0 0 0 N/A N/A 

O033 0 0 0 N/A N/A 
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Table 5.5b – Intestinal Content Analysis Raw Data 

Sample Area Count [C60] (ppm) 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O001_Alq1 0 0 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O001_Alq1 0 0 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O001_Alq1 0 0 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O001_Alq2 0 0 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O001_Alq2 0 0 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O001_Alq2 0 0 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O002_Alq1 4861383.374 84.80063093 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O002_Alq1 4894635.719 85.36500482 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O002_Alq1 4862842.636 84.82539819 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O002_Alq2 10194129.06 175.3104102 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O002_Alq2 9986403.937 171.7848052 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O002_Alq2 10122888.91 174.10129 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O003_Alq1 269567.434 6.866247458 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O003_Alq1 363647.992 8.463025374 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O003_Alq1 326266.813 7.828575044 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O003_Alq2 0 0 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O003_Alq2 257104.683 6.654723994 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O003_Alq2 166839.442 5.12270137 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O004_Alq1 31603569.12 538.6811406 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O004_Alq1 31248628.71 532.6569309 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O004_Alq1 31209965.1 532.0007145 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O004_Alq2 69465213.24 1181.286143 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O004_Alq2 70374328.7 1196.716063 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O004_Alq2 70387719.27 1196.943334 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O005_Alq1 420239.86 9.423528234 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O005_Alq1 256646.66 6.64695022 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O005_Alq1 805773.458 15.96697938 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O005_Alq2 4983866.232 86.87946557 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O005_Alq2 5043514.168 87.8918374 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O005_Alq2 5232968.18 91.10733685 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O006_Alq1 166492.077 5.116805733 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O006_Alq1 173962.84 5.243602912 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O006_Alq1 235006.998 6.279672058 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O006_Alq2 287853.017 7.176598669 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O006_Alq2 0 0 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O006_Alq2 180297.646 5.351120114 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O007_Alq1 14528317.51 248.872223 
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FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O007_Alq1 12227458.07 209.8209927 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O007_Alq1 13329217.75 228.520558 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O007_Alq2 18017085.71 308.0851797 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O007_Alq2 18276545.87 312.4888554 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O007_Alq2 17564694.96 300.4069987 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O008_Alq1 247379237.9 4200.92369 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O008_Alq1 246010611.7 4177.694745 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O008_Alq1 254210984.9 4316.8752 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O008_Alq2 180350272.3 3063.277675 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O008_Alq2 180877391.6 3072.224182 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O008_Alq2 181559429.7 3083.800043 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O009_Alq1 137653778.9 2338.613417 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O009_Alq1 147058215.1 2498.229775 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O009_Alq1 145418602.9 2470.401532 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O009_Alq2 66410896.14 1129.446887 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O009_Alq2 65894578.64 1120.683712 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O009_Alq2 66301920.39 1127.597301 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O010_Alq1 176206384.7 2992.945734 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O010_Alq1 176586264.7 2999.393229 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O010_Alq1 176227665.4 2993.30692 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O010_Alq2 26748955.27 456.2864318 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O010_Alq2 27896910.85 475.7700546 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O010_Alq2 27184450.3 463.6778509 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O011_Alq1 4527282.515 79.13011957 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O011_Alq1 4065529.658 71.29304058 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O011_Alq1 4571226.279 79.87595307 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O011_Alq2 27934593.52 476.409622 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O011_Alq2 28022657.53 477.9042843 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O011_Alq2 28697063.72 489.3506121 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O012_Alq1 68659725.29 1167.615036 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O012_Alq1 68608946.76 1166.753199 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O012_Alq1 69015971.92 1173.661415 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O012_Alq2 20797901.02 355.282439 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O012_Alq2 19780399.98 338.0129496 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O012_Alq2 19943384.07 340.7791895 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O013_Alq1 343909405.9 5839.277498 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O013_Alq1 366810776.7 6227.969954 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O013_Alq1 367717134.4 6243.353067 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O013_Alq2 346421530.3 5881.914413 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O013_Alq2 270176442 4587.848182 
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FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O013_Alq2 232357684.7 3945.971074 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O014_Alq1 190697962.3 3238.903364 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O014_Alq1 190671831.8 3238.459866 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O014_Alq1 203183069.7 3450.806272 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O014_Alq2 15526968.58 265.8217821 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O014_Alq2 15726520.19 269.2086626 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O014_Alq2 16029268.42 274.3470428 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O015_Alq1 23373729.27 399.0005647 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O015_Alq1 23823390.87 406.6324254 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O015_Alq1 23770915.25 405.7417853 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O015_Alq2 41388044.33 704.7476932 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O015_Alq2 41710427.53 710.219327 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O015_Alq2 41750996.54 710.9078826 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O016_Alq1 20018166.45 342.0484301 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O016_Alq1 17824638.63 304.8188806 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O016_Alq1 17535659.1 299.914189 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O016_Alq2 240358452.2 4081.76373 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O016_Alq2 229009157.4 3889.138349 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O016_Alq2 213022010.5 3617.797239 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O017_Alq1 31040918.66 529.1315816 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O017_Alq1 31046616.89 529.2282947 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O017_Alq1 31287623.24 533.3187637 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O017_Alq2 44399512.4 755.8596955 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O017_Alq2 43954505.57 748.3068376 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O017_Alq2 44973680.67 765.6047398 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O018_Alq1 32169714.1 548.29001 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O018_Alq1 32692007.48 557.1546102 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O018_Alq1 32399618.12 552.1920453 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O018_Alq2 93752097.98 1593.49417 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O018_Alq2 100067222.5 1700.677329 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O018_Alq2 92985542.57 1580.483843 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O019_Alq1 5513038.471 95.8608169 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O019_Alq1 5078388.968 88.48374833 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O019_Alq1 5386973.76 93.72118943 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O019_Alq2 2043947.113 36.98182442 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O019_Alq2 2097309.736 37.88751907 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O019_Alq2 2280348.331 40.99413315 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O020_Alq1 6406494.679 111.024961 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O020_Alq1 6659320.467 115.316035 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O020_Alq1 6591984.257 114.1731743 
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FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O020_Alq2 10609669.45 182.3631502 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O020_Alq2 9979436.79 171.6665556 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O020_Alq2 10296747.1 177.0520902 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O021_Alq1 3999405.608 70.1707532 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O021_Alq1 4314967.756 75.52661715 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O021_Alq1 5259789.242 91.56255609 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O021_Alq2 8486913.387 146.3347712 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O021_Alq2 8902209.445 153.3833644 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O021_Alq2 8865438.944 152.7592787 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O022_Alq1 8049348.696 138.9082248 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O022_Alq1 8028824.665 138.5598816 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O022_Alq1 8222082.159 141.8399355 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O022_Alq2 8290062.614 142.9937306 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O022_Alq2 8382777.689 144.5673329 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O022_Alq2 8153149.09 140.6699722 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O023_Alq1 9788930.245 168.4331921 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O023_Alq1 9978473.787 171.6502111 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O023_Alq1 9832731.912 169.1766139 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O023_Alq2 18317395.13 313.1821676 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O023_Alq2 17728560.49 303.1881989 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O023_Alq2 18428338.89 315.0651554 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O024_Alq1 47182883.28 803.1003289 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O024_Alq1 49151944.43 836.5201281 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O024_Alq1 47196965.3 803.3393354 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O024_Alq2 27388594.16 467.1426732 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O024_Alq2 27865361.81 475.2345901 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O024_Alq2 27778770.92 473.7649302 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O025_Alq1 14415856.13 246.9634774 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O025_Alq1 14664656.54 251.1862309 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O025_Alq1 14207188.71 243.4218793 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O025_Alq2 18548447.43 317.1036921 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O025_Alq2 19130029.59 326.9745683 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O025_Alq2 19212817.22 328.3796776 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O026_Alq1 22313819.43 381.0112939 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O026_Alq1 21715480.28 370.8560104 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O026_Alq1 21711298.83 370.7850411 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O026_Alq2 13295371.03 227.9460959 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O026_Alq2 15171289.64 259.7850377 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O026_Alq2 13515205.2 231.6772213 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O027_Alq1 14146828.48 242.3974181 
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FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O027_Alq1 13655650.75 234.0609269 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O027_Alq1 14090312.1 241.4381965 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O027_Alq2 8937196.427 153.9771793 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O027_Alq2 9053130.271 155.9448611 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O027_Alq2 9802151.084 168.6575822 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O028_Alq1 13537067.09 232.0482712 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O028_Alq1 13292418.28 227.8959805 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O028_Alq1 13253552.61 227.2363348 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O028_Alq2 11136415.28 191.3033194 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O028_Alq2 11220104.95 192.7237386 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O028_Alq2 11008218.78 189.1275102 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O029_Alq1 23746347.9 405.3248172 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O029_Alq1 24144082.67 412.0753521 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O029_Alq1 23976342.24 409.2283854 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O029_Alq2 12650159.63 216.9952754 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O029_Alq2 12203600.5 209.4160711 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O029_Alq2 12601523.86 216.169807 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O030_Alq1 22539383.85 384.8396756 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O030_Alq1 22464922.13 383.5758776 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O030_Alq1 24425372.59 416.8495322 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O030_Alq2 34298566.38 584.4218568 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O030_Alq2 32449449.16 553.0378003 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O030_Alq2 32890562.59 560.5245776 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O031_Alq1 0 0 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O031_Alq1 0 0 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O031_Alq1 0 0 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O031_Alq2 0 0 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O031_Alq2 0 0 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O031_Alq2 0 0 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O032_Alq1 0 0 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O032_Alq1 0 0 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O032_Alq1 0 0 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O032_Alq2 0 0 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O032_Alq2 0 0 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O032_Alq2 0 0 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O033_Alq1 0 0 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O033_Alq1 0 0 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O033_Alq1 0 0 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O033_Alq2 0 0 

FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O033_Alq2 0 0 
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FY06066_SmInt_7Aug2009_Content_O033_Alq2 0 0 

 

5.6  Intestinal Tissue Analysis Data 

Table 5.6a - Intestinal Tissue Analysis Compiled Data 

Sampl

e 

Aliquot 1 - [C60] in 

ppm 

Aliquot 2 - [C60] in 

ppm Mean of Alq. 1 & 2 SD RSD 

O001 0 0 0 N/A N/A 

O002 0 133.15 66.58 94.15 141.4 

O003 0 0 0 N/A N/A 

O004 525.63 515.06 520.34 7.47 1.44 

O005 44.79 0 22.40 31.67 141.4 

O006 0 0 0 N/A N/A 

O007 0 0 0 N/A N/A 

O008 567.10 1202.05 884.57 448.9 50.76 

O009 1428.73 1572.20 1500.46 101.4 6.76 

O010 0 0 0 N/A N/A 

O011 0 0 0 N/A N/A 

O012 470.70 450.74 460.72 14.12 3.06 

O013 3442.90 3433.45 3438.17 6.69 0.19 

O014 626.54 603.05 614.80 16.61 2.70 

O015 0 0 0 N/A N/A 

O016 0 0 0 N/A N/A 

O017 252.17 391.64 321.91 98.62 30.64 

O018 0 0 0 N/A N/A 

O019 0 0 0 N/A N/A 

O020 0 0 0 N/A N/A 

O021 0 0 0 N/A N/A 

O022 0 0 0 N/A N/A 

O023 0 0 0 N/A N/A 

O024 0 0 0 N/A N/A 

O025 45.20 14.65 29.93 21.60 72.17 

O026 0 0 0 N/A N/A 

O027 8.76 0 4.38 6.20 141.4 

O028 0 0 0 N/A N/A 

O029 0 3.98 1.99 2.82 141.4 

O030 0 0 0 N/A N/A 

O031 0 0 0 N/A N/A 

O032 0 0 0 N/A N/A 

O033 0 0 0 N/A N/A 
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Table 5.6b - Intestinal Tissue Analysis Raw Data 

Sample Count [C60] 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O001_Alq1 4293737.926 292.7163586 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O001_Alq1 6603586.687 451.196548 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O001_Alq1 7102694.726 485.4406673 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O001_Alq2 5321787.217 363.2514729 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O001_Alq2 5412307.272 369.4621113 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O001_Alq2 5582188.661 381.1177812 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O002_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O002_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O002_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O002_Alq2 2072450.504 140.3124188 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O002_Alq2 1971052.172 133.3554149 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O002_Alq2 1860692.21 125.7835479 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O003_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O003_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O003_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O003_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O003_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O003_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O004_Alq1 8043670.303 550.0015988 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O004_Alq1 7626025.081 521.3466951 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O004_Alq1 7395449.924 505.5267872 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O004_Alq2 9422851.498 644.6280959 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O004_Alq2 6606192.192 451.3753133 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O004_Alq2 6574185.051 449.1792831 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O005_Alq1 628877.885 41.26798525 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O005_Alq1 591396.21 38.69634374 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O005_Alq1 820365.845 54.40609571 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O005_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O005_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O005_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O006_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O006_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O006_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O006_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O006_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O006_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O007_Alq1 0 0 
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FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O007_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O007_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O007_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O007_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O007_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O008_Alq1 9028707.48 617.5856247 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O008_Alq1 8738412.12 597.6682758 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O008_Alq1 7111336.101 486.0335575 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O008_Alq2 17088354.14 1170.563097 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O008_Alq2 17757849.98 1216.497631 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O008_Alq2 17795558.27 1219.084821 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O009_Alq1 19667625.29 1347.528528 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O009_Alq1 19465784.29 1333.680088 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O009_Alq1 23419962.25 1604.978748 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O009_Alq2 20971896.19 1437.015382 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O009_Alq2 24074837.75 1649.910172 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O009_Alq2 23779896.51 1629.674066 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O010_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O010_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O010_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O010_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O010_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O010_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O011_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O011_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O011_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O011_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O011_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O011_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O012_Alq1 7317089.443 500.1504249 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O012_Alq1 6410807.921 437.9698745 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O012_Alq1 6935691.234 473.9824517 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O012_Alq2 6848489.327 467.9994736 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O012_Alq2 5990635.864 409.141603 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O012_Alq2 6951469.543 475.0650115 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O013_Alq1 50273902.66 3447.444642 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O013_Alq1 49946914.98 3425.00981 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O013_Alq1 50402175.09 3456.245495 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O013_Alq2 49632216.93 3403.418177 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O013_Alq2 49956565.83 3425.671961 
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FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O013_Alq2 50620803.24 3471.245711 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O014_Alq1 8100377.543 553.8923186 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O014_Alq1 11077577.2 758.1598765 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O014_Alq1 8299915.257 567.5827278 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O014_Alq2 8485050.909 580.2850023 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O014_Alq2 9008231.605 616.1807619 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O014_Alq2 8957358.361 612.6903164 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O015_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O015_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O015_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O015_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O015_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O015_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O016_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O016_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O016_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O016_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O016_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O016_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O017_Alq1 3350358.929 227.9905269 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O017_Alq1 4773987.193 325.6665656 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O017_Alq1 2984123.835 202.8629046 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O017_Alq2 5040034.527 343.920242 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O017_Alq2 6644243.4 453.9860309 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O017_Alq2 5522485.863 377.0215343 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O018_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O018_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O018_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O018_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O018_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O018_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O019_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O019_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O019_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O019_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O019_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O019_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O020_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O020_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O020_Alq1 0 0 
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FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O020_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O020_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O020_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O021_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O021_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O021_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O021_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O021_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O021_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O022_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O022_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O022_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O022_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O022_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O022_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O023_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O023_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O023_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O023_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O023_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O023_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O024_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O024_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O024_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O024_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O024_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O024_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O025_Alq1 720214.332 47.53463684 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O025_Alq1 697436.494 45.97183492 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O025_Alq1 640748.171 42.0824131 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O025_Alq2 362872.403 23.01718031 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O025_Alq2 360100.603 22.82700535 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O025_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O026_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O026_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O026_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O026_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O026_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O026_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O027_Alq1 0 0 
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FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O027_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O027_Alq1 465365.924 30.04932583 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O027_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O027_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O027_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O028_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O028_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O028_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O028_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O028_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O028_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O029_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O029_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O029_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O029_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O029_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O029_Alq2 256355.049 15.70895705 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O030_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O030_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O030_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O030_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O030_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O030_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O031_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O031_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O031_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O031_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O031_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O031_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O032_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O032_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O032_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O032_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O032_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O032_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O033_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O033_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O033_Alq1 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O033_Alq2 0 0 

FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O033_Alq2 0 0 
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FY06-066_SmInt_Intestine_O033_Alq2 0 0 

 

5.7  Determination of Dose Recovery Data 

Table 5.7a – Determination of Dose Recovery In Content  

 

C60 

Dosed 

(mg/kg) 

Weight 

(g) 

C60 

Dosed 

(mg) 

Average 

ppm 

(per 50 

mg) 

C60 per 

mg of 

content 

(ng) 

Content 

Weight 

(g) 

Total 

C60 in 

sample 

(mg) 

% of 

Dosed 

C60 

O001 6.084 188.010 1.144 0.000 0.000 1.330 0.000 0.000 

O002 5.906 218.540 1.291 129.360 2.587 2.380 0.006 0.477 

O003 5.952 210.960 1.256 6.200 0.124 1.980 0.000 0.020 

O004 6.203 226.270 1.403 863.050 17.261 2.080 0.036 2.558 

O005 6.052 214.610 1.299 49.650 0.993 0.880 0.001 0.067 

O006 6.030 206.710 1.246 5.240 0.105 1.080 0.000 0.009 

O007 6.205 192.820 1.197 268.030 5.361 2.630 0.014 1.178 

O008 5.142 219.180 1.127 3652.470 73.049 1.330 0.097 8.621 

O009 5.997 216.310 1.297 1780.830 35.617 1.770 0.063 4.860 

O010 5.817 221.840 1.290 1730.230 34.605 1.680 0.058 4.505 

O011 6.028 216.650 1.306 278.990 5.580 2.010 0.011 0.859 

O012 6.048 202.190 1.223 757.020 15.140 1.630 0.025 2.018 

O013 5.761 193.970 1.117 5454.390 109.088 1.340 0.146 13.082 

O014 5.728 217.810 1.248 1789.590 35.792 1.730 0.062 4.963 

O015 6.148 210.400 1.294 556.210 11.124 2.400 0.027 2.064 

O016 6.169 225.610 1.392 2089.250 41.785 1.290 0.054 3.873 

O017 6.022 212.360 1.279 643.570 12.871 2.140 0.028 2.154 

O018 6.195 205.330 1.272 1088.720 21.774 2.320 0.051 3.971 

O019 6.071 199.580 1.212 65.650 1.313 2.320 0.003 0.251 

O020 5.923 215.220 1.275 145.270 2.905 2.890 0.008 0.659 

O021 6.185 207.550 1.284 114.960 2.299 2.620 0.006 0.469 

O022 5.736 223.140 1.280 141.260 2.825 2.800 0.008 0.618 

O023 5.770 214.510 1.238 240.120 4.802 3.100 0.015 1.203 

O024 5.918 203.650 1.205 643.180 12.864 2.120 0.027 2.263 

O025 6.127 188.960 1.158 285.670 5.713 1.580 0.009 0.780 

O026 5.775 220.070 1.271 307.010 6.140 2.610 0.016 1.261 

O027 6.053 209.160 1.266 199.410 3.988 2.070 0.008 0.652 

O028 6.051 222.830 1.348 210.060 4.201 2.170 0.009 0.676 

O029 5.996 210.290 1.261 311.530 6.231 3.070 0.019 1.517 
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O030 6.072 206.280 1.252 480.540 9.611 3.330 0.032 2.555 

 

Table 5.7b –Determination of Dose Recovery In Tissue  

 

C60 

Dosed 

(mg/kg) 

Weight 

(g) 

C60 

Dosed 

(mg) 

Average 

ppm 

 (per 50 

mg) 

C60 per 

mg of 

content 

(ng) 

Intestine 

Weight 

(g) 

Total 

C60 in 

sample 

(mg) 

% of 

Dosed 

C60 

O001 6.084 188.010 1.144 0.000 0.000 1.210 0.000 0.000 

O002 5.906 218.540 1.291 66.575 1.332 2.720 0.004 0.281 

O003 5.952 210.960 1.256 0.000 0.000 1.820 0.000 0.000 

O004 6.203 226.270 1.403 520.343 10.407 1.690 0.018 1.253 

O005 6.052 214.610 1.299 22.395 0.448 1.200 0.001 0.041 

O006 6.030 206.710 1.246 0.000 0.000 1.170 0.000 0.000 

O007 6.205 192.820 1.197 0.000 0.000 1.940 0.000 0.000 

O008 5.142 219.180 1.127 884.572 17.691 1.290 0.023 2.025 

O009 5.997 216.310 1.297 1500.464 30.009 0.900 0.027 2.082 

O010 5.817 221.840 1.290 0.000 0.000 1.480 0.000 0.000 

O011 6.028 216.650 1.306 0.000 0.000 1.200 0.000 0.000 

O012 6.048 202.190 1.223 460.718 9.214 2.760 0.025 2.080 

O013 5.761 193.970 1.117 3438.173 68.763 1.230 0.085 7.569 

O014 5.728 217.810 1.248 614.799 12.296 1.510 0.019 1.488 

O015 6.148 210.400 1.294 0.000 0.000 3.100 0.000 0.000 

O016 6.169 225.610 1.392 0.000 0.000 2.210 0.000 0.000 

O017 6.022 212.360 1.279 321.908 6.438 1.230 0.008 0.619 

O018 6.195 205.330 1.272 0.000 0.000 1.100 0.000 0.000 

O019 6.071 199.580 1.212 0.000 0.000 1.890 0.000 0.000 

O020 5.923 215.220 1.275 0.000 0.000 2.160 0.000 0.000 

O021 6.185 207.550 1.284 0.000 0.000 2.310 0.000 0.000 

O022 5.736 223.140 1.280 0.000 0.000 3.040 0.000 0.000 

O023 5.770 214.510 1.238 0.000 0.000 1.940 0.000 0.000 

O024 5.918 203.650 1.205 0.000 0.000 1.860 0.000 0.000 

O025 6.127 188.960 1.158 29.926 0.599 1.570 0.001 0.081 

O026 5.775 220.070 1.271 0.000 0.000 1.470 0.000 0.000 

O027 6.053 209.160 1.266 4.382 0.088 1.930 0.000 0.013 

O028 6.051 222.830 1.348 0.000 0.000 1.870 0.000 0.000 

O029 5.996 210.290 1.261 1.992 0.040 3.030 0.000 0.010 

O030 6.072 206.280 1.252 0.000 0.000 2.750 0.000 0.000 
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5.8  C60 Concentration Sample Calculation  
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